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AbstrAct

This dissertation presents a suite of field observations, flume measurements, and nu-

merical models investigating the response of channel beds to an increased sediment sup-

ply. Monitoring the Sandy River, Oregon following removal of the Marmot Dam provides 

measurements of response to a five-fold sediment supply increase. Where supply increase 

was the greatest, bed slope became steeper and bed topography became less variable. 

Reaches with less aggradation responded primarily with bed surface fining. During the 

initial stages of deposition the bed configuration bore little resemblance to the pre-remov-

al configuration, however, after one year, the planform regained the pre-removal pattern. 

In a recirculating field-scale flume with alternate bar topography, sediment supply 

was increased by manually augmenting the sediment supply in two steps such that the fi-

nal bed transported three times as much as the initial bed. The initial and final bed topog-

raphy and texture were very similar and included long stationary alternate bars. The tran-

sient bed was very different, dominated by several scales of shorter wavelength migrating 

bedforms. Further, the adjustment in topographic and textural patterns continued after the 

bed slope and mean sediment transport had approached steady state.

A one-dimensional (1-D) morphodynamic model predicted steady state slope and 

transport rates for the flume experiments, but it over-predicted the rate of adjustment. 

Comparison of 1-D model results with flume observations demonstrated the importance 

of 2-D adjustments related to the spatial variability of topography and texture. 

The ensemble of field, flume, and numerical models highlight four bed responses 

to sediment supply – changes to the mean and distribution of both bed topography and 

texture. Adjustments can operate on different time scales, with grain size most likely to 

respond first. Spatial patterns of topography and texture can adjust to convey an elevated 

sediment supply without an increase in bed slope. Where slope increases are the domi-

nant response, spatial patterns of topography and texture may moderate the slope effects, 

introducing systematic errors in one-dimensional model predictions. 
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chApter 1 – introduction, bAckground, frAmework

1.1. Bed adjustments to Increased Sediment Supply

By the end of the 19th century, geomorphologists understood that water discharge and 

sediment supply interact to create alluvial river beds, that bed geometry and flow char-

acteristics determine a channel’s capacity to carry sediment, and that the stability of the 

channel depends on the balance between transport capacity and sediment supply [Gilbert, 

1880; Kennedy, 1907]. Fifty years later, Mackin [1948] described a steady state channel as 

a graded river – one that has adjusted itself in order to carry the supplied sediment with 

the supplied water. Empirical relationships between discharge and channel form have 

been quantified over a wide range of alluvial rivers [Leopold and Maddock, 1953] and more 

recently have been amended to explicitly include sediment supply [Millar and Quick, 1993; 

Eaton et al., 2004]. 

When the sediment and water supply to a river reach are altered, as might happen 

from environmental disturbance or a water development project, the balance between 

supply and transport capacity is also changed and the channel will adjust. There is a need 

to be able to predict these changes, particularly those driven by population growth and 

land use changes. As a result of the growing dam relicensing burden for dams built in the 

1950s and 1960s and growing conflicts over conservation, endangered species protection, 

and development the need to predict future channel states is growing. This work focus-

es on the response of gravel stream channels to an increase in sediment supply which is 

of particular interest because a variety of events and actions can trigger an increase in 

sediment supply such as fires, floods, urbanization, dam removal or gravel augmentation 

below an existing dam. 

If the rate of sediment supply to a river channel is increased beyond its transport 

capacity, deposition necessarily occurs and the channel will adjust toward a condition of 

increased transport capacity. In a simple channel, such as a flume, the deposition will pro-
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gressively increase the slope, increasing mean boundary shear stress and transport capac-

ity. Because transport capacity depends on grain size as well as stress, textural response 

will also influence the change in transport capacity. If the supply contains a range of grain 

sizes, an increase in sediment supply has been observed to reduce the bed grain size [Di-

etrich et al., 1989; Parker and Wilcock, 1993; Cui et al., 2003]. This response will depend not 

only on the magnitude of the sediment supply and bed slope, but also on the grain size of 

the bed and the sediment supply. The flume observations of bed fining are for the specific 

case in which the sediment feed has a constant grain size equal to that of the initial bed. 

A general prediction of the slope and grain size response can be made with an inverse 

application of a transport relation that gives transport rate as a function of shear stress and 

bed surface grain size [Wilcock and DeTemple, 2005].

In addition to an increase in bed slope and a decrease in bed grain size, the patterns 

and spatial distribution of topography and grain size may change in response to an in-

crease in sediment supply [Cui et al., 2003; Madej et al., 2009; Pryor et al., 2011]. Because 

sediment transport capacity is a thresholded nonlinear function of bed stress and grain 

size, adjustments that increase the variability of bed shear stress can increase the sedi-

ment transport capacity, even when the mean stress values are unchanged [Paola, 1996; 

Nicholas, 2000; Ferguson, 2003]. Spatial variance in topography and grain size is not typi-

cally random, but organized into larger emergent features such as dunes, pools, and bars 

with associated grain-size patches. Although this behavior is often suppressed in narrow 

flume channels, spatial variability and organized bed features at a range of scales are 

particularly important in the field because local interactions among the flow, bed, and 

transport can produce a transport capacity that is different from that predicted using mean 

values of stress and grain size. 

Variation in topography can be described statistically in terms of the distribution of 

bed elevations, a measure increasingly available with the advent of high-resolution opti-

cal surveying methods. An increase in transport capacity can be associated both with an 
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increase in channel slope, captured with the local mean bed elevation, and an increase in 

the variable of bed elevation, indicating the presence of larger local stresses. A complete 

description of topographic variability must also include a description of the full range of 

bed forms, whose ensemble is termed the bed configuration [Middleton and Southard, 1984]. 

Francanlanci et al. [2012] used a three-dimensional numeric model to evaluate the influ-

ence of bed topography on transport rate. They found lateral topographic variation tended 

to increase transport, whereas longitudinal topographic variation tended to reduce trans-

port relative to a plane bed. The net effect for alternate bars, which include both lateral 

and longitudinal variations, was an increase in transport, particularly where the mean 

stress was close to the critical value for incipient motion.

Spatial variation in grain size can also be described statistically. A reduction in the 

mean grain size is associated with an increase in transport capacity. The influence on 

transport rate of spatial variability in grain size is complex and depends on its correlation 

with spatial patterns of topography and stress. The development of organized patches of 

different grain size, whether on a quasi-planar bed or in association with bed forms, has 

been proposed to increase transport capacity of the channel [Paola and Seal, 1995].

The patterns of bed topography and texture are not purely random. They can be either 

‘forced’ by curvature and width variations driven by valley geometry, bedrock, or large 

immobile clasts [Nelson et al., 2009; Zolezzi et al., 2012], or ‘free’, a condition in which 

small scale instabilities resonate under specific width, depth, and stress combinations to 

produce patterns of topography and grain size [Colombini et al., 1987; Nelson et al., 2009]. 

The free and forced distinctions are especially relevant when predicting adjustments in 

patterns of topography and texture that result from an increase in sediment supply. Where 

the influences driving forced patterns of topography and grain size remain unchanged 

after the sediment supply increase, the patterns may also persist.
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1.2. Previous Work

Field studies of channel response to elevated sediment supply date back at least to 

the early 20th century [Gilbert, 1914]. Naturally occurring sediment pulses from landslides 

[Sutherland et al., 2002] and avulsions [Wathen and Hoey, 1998] provide examples of large 

increases of sediment supply in steep gravel bed rivers. Anthropogenic disturbances such 

as hydraulic mining [Gilbert, 1917; Knighton, 1989] timber harvest, and road building [Rob-

erts and Church, 1986; Madej and Ozaki, 1996, 2009; Pryor et al., 2011] also provide cases of 

elevated sediment supply to mountain gravel-bed rivers, but, like the naturally occurring 

pulses, a record of pre-disturbance conditions is typically not available. Although Madej 

and Ozaki [1996, 2009] did not have measurements of pre-disturbance topography, they 

used erosion following the passage of a sediment wave to assess channel response to the 

elevated sediment supply. Over 80% of the basin was harvested for timber in the second 

half of the 20th century, and the annual suspended sediment discharge was among the 

highest measured in the United States for a stream not draining an active volcano or gla-

cier [Madej and Ozaki, 2009]. Their measurements of Redwood creek found that increased 

sediment supply produced pool deposition, reduced topographic variability, and promoted 

the formation of mid-channel bars.

Dam removal and the subsequent erosion of impounded sediment can provide a 

sediment supply increase on a predictable timeline facilitating pre- and post-increase 

documentation. Many dam removal studies represent a small increase in sediment sup-

ply and/or contain mostly fine sediments that do not interact with the river bed [Doyle et 

al., 2003; Cheng and Granata, 2007; Burroughs et al., 2009; Im et al., 2011; Pearson et al., 2011]. 

Pitlick [1993] presented channel changes resulting from a dam failure that produced a 

thousand-fold increase in coarse sediment supply. Like the mining cases, pre-removal 

channel conditions were not available. Kibler et al. [2011] described the results of two years 

of monitoring following the removal of a small (3.4 m) dam in southern Oregon. There 

was 11,000 m3 of stored coarse sediment, however it is unclear how much was eroded 
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and by what amount the sediment supply increased. They found the primary downstream 

response to be a decrease in the median surface grain size, but were unable to definitively 

attribute the change to an increase in sediment supply. Stewart and Grant [2005] studied the 

removal of two small (3 m) dams. The total increase in sediment supply was uncertain, 

but one stream, with step pool morphology, exhibited minimal deposition. The reach 

downstream of the second dam was steep (2.7%) and had a combination of plane bed and 

forced pool/riffle morphology. The dam removal resulted in deposition primarily in the 

thalweg near the dam, and further downstream the channel pattern took on an alternate 

bar configuration. Finally, Wohl and Cendrelli [2000] describe the topographic and grain 

size changes following a temporary increase in sediment supply from a dam release in 

Colorado. They found the majority of deposition occured in pools. Nearest the dam, pools 

completely filled in, reducing topographic variability.

The response of a channel bed to elevated sediment supply has also been a focus of 

flume studies. Numerous flume studies with sediment augmentation have been conduct-

ed with plane bed initial conditions [Chang et al., 1971;Ikeda, 1983; Jaeggi, 1984; Lanzoni, 

2000a, 2000b]. Cui et al. [2003] conducted sediment pulse experiments in a sediment feed 

flume with a sand and gravel bed and alternate bar topography. They placed a sediment 

slug near the upstream end of the flume and measured the bed elevation, surface grain 

size, and sediment transport as the bed adjusted. They observed as much as a 100-fold 

increase in sediment transport rates downstream of the pulse and noted that for a period 

of time the introduced sediment pulse was able “to suppress or even obliterate much of 

the alternate bar pattern of the ambient state” [Cui et al., 2003, p.11]. Lisle et al. [1997] con-

ducted similar flume experiments in a large recirculating flume with sand and fine gravel. 

When the flume reached a steady state with migrating alternate bars, they fed a pulse 

of sediment near the midpoint of the flume. Sediment transport computations indicated 

that pulse was introduced at a rate roughly 10 times the background transport rate. They 

found that the sediment pulse dispersed in place and that the migrating bedforms showed 
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no systematic response to the increased sediment supply. In a smaller feed flume, Madej 

et al. [2009] and Pryor et al. [2011] both performed experiments using much finer sediment 

(D50 = 1mm) scaled to simulate gravel. Madej et al. [2009] established the initial alternate 

bar topography without any sediment feed, causing bars to form by erosion from a fo-

cused flow. Pryor et al. [2011] established initial alternate bar topography by deposition at 

a constant feed rate. Both studies used similar experimental plans, alternately increasing 

and decreasing the sediment feed rate and measuring bed topography response during the 

periods of aggradation and degradation. Both studies report steeper slopes, finer beds, and 

a change in bed configuration from alternate bars to a braided system. Madej et al. [2009] 

also observed that the bed configuration remained unchanged in the presence of smaller 

increases in sediment supply. 

Lisle et al. [1993] established alternate gravel bars in a feed flume, decreased the up-

stream sediment supply to 1/3 the original value, and measured the bed response. After 

the bed reached equilibrium, they then decreased the upstream sediment supply to 1/10 of 

the original value. They observed a decreased slope, a coarser bed, and increased relief as 

the low portions of the bed eroded and the bar top elevations remained unchanged. They 

also observed that bar tops coarsened more than the pools. The combination of changes in 

the topographic and texture distributions created a bed in which there was not only a de-

crease in unit transport rate, but that transport was concentrated to a narrower portion of 

the bed. There were also transient responses in the opposite direction of the final adjust-

ment – the mean bed shear stress initially increased, but the transport capacity decreased 

as a result of changes in bed texture. 

Ikeda [1983] fed a mixture of sand and gravel at a constant rate into a plane bed flume. 

He initially observed small migrating bedforms that grew in length and width through the 

experiment. As the bars grew they eventually stopped migrating and the final steady state 

was a set of stationary alternate bars with a wavelength equivalent to 10-12 flume widths. 

Finally, a series of flume experiments described in Paola and Seal [1996], Toro Escobar et 
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al. [1997], and Seal et al. [1997], investigate the role of stress, grain size, and topographic 

variability in controlling downstream fining. They fed a bimodal sand and gravel mixture 

into an empty flume with a constant discharge and measured the elevation and grain size 

of the deposit throughout the experiment, while varying the feed rate, GSD, and flume 

width. The deposit grew in length as the experiment progressed, but did so with a rela-

tively constant slope and bed GSD. In all cases they observed downstream fining caused 

by preferential deposition of the larger grains. When topography was present in the wider 

flume, the differences in fractional transport rates were greater and thus downstream fin-

ing effects were stronger than the beds without topography. Although varying feed rates 

did not cause significant variation in downstream fining [Seal et al., 1997], Paola and Seal 

[1996] argue that the relative mobility effects that cause downstream fining are strongest 

at low stress values, and at high stresses (and presumably high transport rates) the bed 

approaches equal mobility. Paola and Seal [1996] also use a numeric model to demonstrate 

that spatial variability in grain size can create downstream fining through relative mobili-

ty of different grain sizes on the bed.             

1.3. Study Plan

This dissertation investigates gravel-bed response to an increase in sediment supply in 

both the field and the laboratory. Numerical modeling is used to evaluate the different bed 

adjustments to this perturbation. The field, flume, and numerical studies provide differ-

ing perspectives and their combined results help to illustrate how different adjustments 

interact. 

The work is motivated by questions from the field about how actual rivers work. 

Pursuing the answer in the field has definite advantages, notably that the systems are not 

analogs, but they are the systems we seek to understand. Working in a field setting also 

introduces important challenges. It is difficult to isolate the effect one desires to study, 

the hydrology that drives the processes is unpredictable, and the cost and time involved 
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in collecting data inevitably demand that only a small portion of the river is sampled and 

often less frequently than one would desire. 

Laboratory flume experiments afford the opportunity to isolate and set or manipulate 

many of the variables that may not be controlled in a field setting. Typically one has con-

trol at least over the discharge, the sediment in the bed, the sediment entering the flume, 

and the presence or lack of living organisms. The controlled laboratory environment also 

allows much higher fidelity data collection, both in frequency and spatial resolution. 

Scale presents the main challenge to flume experiments. Large-scale flumes with depths, 

widths, and grain sizes found in actual rivers can be limiting in terms of access, resourc-

es, and the ability to maintain control over all of the parameters. Smaller flumes are more 

accessible, easier to control, but because water properties do not scale with sediment 

grain size, therefore there are inevitably distortions introduced as the model grains be-

come small. 

A numerical model of a river or flume can now be deployed on inexpensive and 

widely available personal computers. Hundreds or thousands of experiments can be run 

quickly, providing results that would be unattainable in a field or flume setting.  Numer-

ical models are limited by the constraint they can only simulate the process included in 

the model. This leads to inevitable challenges of determining which processes to include, 

comparing numerical model results to reality, and interpreting whether a discrepancy is 

the result of an inaccurate model or of an unmodeled process. The approach taken in this 

research is to blend field observations, flume measurements, and numerical models in a 

complementary fashion to take advantages of each approach’s strengths and compliment 

the others’ shortcomings.

Chapter 2 presents the results of a field study of the removal of the Marmot Dam 

from the Sandy River, Oregon. The 15-meter-tall dam stored 3-5 years worth of sedi-

ment and its 2007 removal provided the opportunity to measure the response of a steep 

gravel-bed river to a scheduled increase in sediment supply. Bed topography and texture 
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were characterized in four study reaches prior to the dam removal and for four years 

afterwards, allowing changes in the channel bed to be described as the system responded 

to the increase in supply. In particular, focus was applied to the bed topography (the type, 

size, shape, and location of bed forms) as it responded to increased sediment supply and 

was influenced by large-scale topographic features. Sediment transport measurements at 

several points yielded estimates of annual sediment loads. Together the bed topography 

changes and the annual sediment fluxes provided the basis for a sediment mass balance, 

or budget, which helps to constrain uncertainty in the estimates of changes in sediment 

flux and storage.

Chapter 3 presents results from experiments in a near-field scale flume (55 m x 2.75 

m) in which sediment supply was increased to a gravel bed (0.0625 – 32 mm). A stable 

alternate bar configuration was formed and then the upstream sediment supply was in-

creased in two steps. Detailed measurements of topography, grain size, and sediment flux 

were taken throughout the adjustment process, allowing a much more detailed description 

of the transient adjustment process than was available in the field. 

Chapter 4 uses numerical modeling to assist in interpreting the field and flume results. 

A one-dimensional multi-fraction morphodynamic model was developed. Because the 

model can include the effects of mean topography and grain size, but not more complex 

spatial variability, comparison of numerical results with the flume experiments allows the 

influence of two-dimensional effects to be evaluated. A large number of sediment aug-

mentation experiments were conducted to assess relative timing and controls of various 

bed adjustment mechanisms. Finally, a series of one- and two-dimensional models were 

constructed of the flume experiments with varying levels of spatial variability in order to 

evaluate the effect on sediment transport of spatial variability of bed stress and grain size.

Chapter 5 brings together the results from the previous three chapters in a synthesis 

of bed adjustments to increased sediment supply. Additionally, a conceptual model of 

bed adjustments in response to increased sediment supply is advanced. The ensemble of 
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approaches – field, flume, numeric model – affords the opportunity to bring to light new 

understanding on a basic river process as well as a meaningful practical problem – how 

do channel beds adjust to increased sediment supply?
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chApter 2 – field meAsurements of bed response to 
increAsed sediment supply After removAl of mArmot 

dAm, sAndy river, oregon

The overarching goal of this dissertation is to better understand how gravel-bed 

rivers respond to increased sediment supply. Natural sources of increased supply include 

wildfire, landslides [Sutherland et al., 2002] and channel avulsions [Wathen and Hoey, 1998]. 

Elevated sediment supply can also be attributed to anthropogenic disturbances such as 

hydraulic mining [Gilbert, 1914; Knighton, 1989], timber harvest, and road building [Roberts 

and Church, 1986; Madej and Ozaki, 1996, 2009; Pryor et al., 2011]. Typically, there is no 

record of pre-disturbance conditions, making it difficult to evaluate channel response to 

elevated sediment supply. Here, the scheduled removal of a large dam is used to obtain 

before-and-after observations of channel response to the large release of sediment im-

pounded in the reservoir. The Marmot Dam, a concrete dam 59 m wide and 15 m tall 

on the Sandy River, Oregon was removed on 19 October 2007. The reservoir contained 

approximately 750,000 m3 of sediment, of which 51% was released in Water Year (WY) 

2008 and 7% was released in WY2009 [Major et al., 2012]. Observations of topography, 

sediment grain size, and sediment flux before and after the removal allow characterization 

of channel response to the sediment release and construction of a sediment budget. This 

information allows description of the general patterns of channel response, providing a 

basis for discussing the mechanisms of adjustment.

2.1. Setting

The Sandy River flows 80 kilometers from headwaters on the west flank of Mt. 

Hood in the western Cascade Range to its junction with the Columbia River immediately 

upstream of the Portland Metropolitan area (Figure 1). The 1,300 km2 watershed ranges 

from 3 to 3,428 meters above sea level and receives precipitation as both rain and snow, 

in the late fall through spring. The resulting hydrographs are characterized by winter 

peaks, a spring snowmelt freshet, and summertime low-flows (Figure 2A). Typical flows 
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at the dam site (USGS gage 14137000, Sandy River at Marmot; river kilometer (RK) 48) 

are between 15 and 20 m3/s during the summer and 40-50 m3/s during the winter.  Over 

the 100-yr record, the mean annual flood is 464 m3/s and the 2 yr, 10 yr, and 50 yr floods 

are 414 m3/s, 799 m3/s, and 1,030 m3/s, respectively (Figure 2B).

The Marmot Dam was a 59-meter-wide and 15-meter-tall concrete dam (Figure 3) 

located at RK 48 (680 km2 drainage area). It was operated as a run-of-the river diversion, 

diverting between 0 and 17 m3/s [Portland General Electric, 2002]. At the time of removal, 

the Marmot reservoir had completely filled in and contained 750,000 m3 of sediment 

[Stillwater Sciences, 2000a] consisting of 45-65 percent gravel, 35-50 percent sand, and 2-5 

percent fines [Squier and Associates, 2000]. The fate of the reservoir sediment and the impact 

on four species of salmonids in the basin listed as endangered or threatened under the 

Endangered Species Act were key issues in the dam removal decision [Stillwater Sciences, 

2000a]. Numerical [Stillwater Sciences, 2000b] and physical models [Marr et al., 2007] were 

Figure 1. Overview map of the Sandy River Basin. River kilometers (RK) are measured 
upstream from the Columbia River confluence.
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constructed to help understand the likely pattern of reservoir sediment erosion [Marr et al., 

2007] and downstream deposition [Stillwater Sciences, 2000b]. 

The Marmot dam was removed between July and October 2007 after the construction 

of a small cofferdam immediately upstream. On October 19, 2007 the cofferdam was 

breached during a flow of 50 m3/s (Figure 2A) and the river began to erode the impound-

ed sediment. During WY08, approximately 51 percent of the stored sediment [Major et al., 

2012] was evacuated from the reservoir during three moderate floods during the winter 

Figure 2. Discharge for USGS gage 14137000, Sandy River near Marmot. A: Hydrograph 
for water years 2008-2011. B: Flood frequency for annual peak flows for the period of 
record (WY1913-2012). The three largest flows during the study period are indicated. C. 
Upper four percent of the flow duration curves computed from the WY1988-2012 record, 
with individual curves for WY08 through WY11. 
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of 2007-2008, and a prolonged snowmelt period in early summer 2008 (Figure 2A). The 

first year and third years after removal (WY 08 and 10) had modest peak flows of 231 

m3/s  and 216 m3/s (Figure 2A and B) and limited duration of high flows (Figure 2C). The 

second and fourth years (WY09 and WY11) had much larger peak flows of 739 m3/s  and 

1020 m3/s with annual return intervals of 14 yr and 25 yr and much greater durations of 

large flows. 

Detail on the dam removal and reservoir sediment erosion during the first year after 

removal are provided by Major et al. [2012]. The work presented here includes observa-

tions extending to four years post-removal, a period that includes large floods in WY09 

and WY11 (Figure 2B). Channel response in a variety of settings up to 31 km down-

Figure 3. Pre- and post-removal photographs of Marmot Dam. A. Dam before removal 
(July 2007). B. Dam after removal (January 2008). C. Immediately downstream of dam 
before removal (July 2007). D. Immediately downstream of dam after removal (January 
2008). Construction of the cofferdam is visible in the 2007 dam photograph (A). 
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stream of the dam site is considered, with a particular focus on spatial patterns of deposi-

tion and erosion in the first two km below the dam resulting from different annual flows.

2.2. data Collection & Processing

Evaluation of channel response to sediment supply is effectively done in the context 

of a sediment mass balance, or sediment budget approach, which requires observations 

of inputs, outputs, and changes in storage within a defined reach over a defined period 

of time. Precision and completeness is difficult to achieve when measuring fluxes, to-

pography, and composition in a large, steep gravel-bed river. In this case, a mass balance 

can provide an estimate of uncertainty if all terms in the budget are measured, or it can 

provide constraints on the magnitude of unmeasured terms if it is not possible to close the 

budget with observation.

2.2.1. Study Reaches

In addition to considerations of access and logistics, the four reaches selecting for 

monitoring (Figure 1) were chosen for their potential response to increased sediment 

supply, based on proximity to the dam, changes in gradient, and the presence of existing 

sediment deposits. The upstream ‘Dam Reach’ is the first 2.2 km directly downstream of 

the dam (Figure 4). The reach is largely alluvial with a low-flow channel 16-40 meters 

Figure 4. Overview of the Dam Reach. The aerial photograph was taken in October 2008 
at 13.8 m3/s, one year after dam removal. Flow is from right to left. The black boxes indi-
cate the approximate locations of the photographs in Figure 17.
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wide and a slope of 0.0075 to 0.01. Outside of the low-flow channel, floodplains, vegetat-

ed islands, and bare bars fill the 120-140-meter-wide valley bottom. The lower end of the 

Dam Reach is defined by the entrance to a 6.9-kilometer-long bedrock gorge less than 40 

meters wide with a mean slope of 0.01 [Stillwater Sciences, 2000b]. Little sediment storage 

was expected in the gorge. 

The second study reach, ‘Revenue Reach’, from RK 39.1 to 38.4 (Figure 5A), is 

Figure 5. Overview of the lower study reaches. A: Revenue Reach (RK 39, Figure 1). B: 
Cedar Creek Reach (RK 36). C: Oxbow Reach (RK 20). The aerial photographs were tak-
en in October 2008, one year after dam removal, at a discharge of 13.8 m3/s at the USGS 
gage 14137000 (Sandy River near Marmot). 
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immediately below the gorge where both the channel and valley are less steep (slope 

= 0.007) and widen such that the low-flow channel is up to 70 meters wide and flows 

around several vegetated mid-channel islands. The valley bottom here is as wide as 300 

meters. The bed and vegetated bars are coarse (D50g = 132 mm, where D50g is the median 

grain size of the sediment > 2mm) with very little sand (Fs=13%, where Fs is the fraction 

of the surface sediment < 2mm) (Figure 6A and B). The reach is bounded at the upstream 

Figure 6. Sandy River bed-material grain size measurements. A: Gravel fraction (>2mm) 
median grain (D50g) size over time in the downstream study reaches. B: Sand fraction over 
time in the downstream study reaches. C: Bulk sample measurements for the dam reach 
in July 2009. The 2000 data are from Stillwater Sciences (2000a) and the 2005 data are 
from Stewart and Grant [2005]. The location of the photographs in Figure 17A and B is 
indicated by the dotted line. 
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end by the mouth of the gorge and at the downstream end by a large rapid at a bed-

rock-forced constriction [Stewart and Grant, 2005]. A pool at the upstream end of Revenue 

Reach has been a site of temporary sediment storage during large flow events in the past 

and was a potential location of deposition from the dam removal [Stillwater Sciences, 2000b]. 

A third study reach, ‘Cedar Creek’ (Figure 5B) is located 2.8 kilometers below the 

Revenue Reach and has a wide floodplain with a mid-channel island, a large point bar, 

and a small tributary (Cedar Creek) at a sharp river bend. Like Revenue Reach, channel 

slope is 0.007 and the bed is composed of large cobbles (D50g = 97 mm) with minimal 

sand (Fs=19%).  Eroding banks at the upstream and downstream ends of the reach along 

with point bars opposite them, provided sediment sources and depositional locations for 

significant local sediment erosion and deposition. 

The final study reach, ‘Oxbow Reach’ (Figure 5C), is located between RK 20.1 to 

16.8. The gradient is lower (0.003), the gravel is finer (D50g = 64mm) and the bed contains 

more sand (Fs=37%) than the upstream reaches. Finer grain size, abundant large sediment 

deposits, and channel planform changes during a large flow the year prior to dam removal 

[Podolak and Pittman, 2011] suggested that this reach could be sensitive to a shift in sedi-

ment supply. 

2.2.2. topography and Grain Size

Two airborne LiDAR surveys were conducted prior to dam removal (October 2006 

and September 2007), and one was conducted after (September 2008) using a Leica 

ALS50 Phase II laser scanner [Watershed Sciences, 2006, 2008, 2009]. The LiDAR surveys 

were conducted at low flows (8.6-9 m3/s, 5.7-19.3 m3/s, and 11.0-13.1 m3/s) to minimize 

the amount of inundated channel bed. The system used does not penetrate water, and 

consequently the river bed topography was supplemented with ground-based surveys. In 

the Dam Reach and the Revenue Reach, annual dense cross-section surveys (0.55 pts/

meter) were made on 15 meter spacing beginning in 2005 and continuing through 2011 
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(and potentially beyond) [Stillwater Sciences, 2009]. Five additional surveys were collect-

ed by the USGS in the Dam Reach during and immediately following high flow events 

in WY08, capturing water surface elevations and general planform configuration. The 

USGS conducted bed soundings along the cableway cross-section at the Marmot gage in 

conjunction with discharge measurements 42 times between the dam breach and January 

2011, providing a higher frequency record of topographic change at a single location. In 

the Cedar Creek and Oxbow Reaches, annual topographic surveys of both wet and dry 

potions of the channel were taken measured using total stations, RTK (Real Time Kine-

matic) GPS, and where river conditions allowed, a boat-mounted depth sounder coupled 

with an RTK GPS. 

The LiDAR surveys were processed into 1m2 digital elevation models (DEM). The 

manual surveys were processed into a triangular irregular network (TIN) applying break-

lines measured in the field. The TINs were subsequently converted into 1m2 DEMs. The 

survey DEMs were combined with the LiDAR DEMs to create one surface for each reach 

per year. Annual changes in elevation were computed using the Geomorphic Change De-

tection software (http://www.joewheaton.org/Home/research/software/GCD, Wheaton et 

al., 2010). A spatially varying threshold of detection (0 – 0.65 m) filter was applied with a 

fuzzy-inference system based on point density and slope to incorporate uncertainty in the 

surveyed surfaces at a 0.9 confidence level. A second filter was applied to exclude areas 

of computed change that were well above (2 – 3 m) the observed maximum water surface 

elevation and likely not attributable to fluvial processes. A sediment bulk density of 1.7 

Mg/m3 was used to convert volumes of sediment eroded or deposited to a change in mass 

for comparison with annual sediment loads.

A suite of topographic statistical descriptions were prepared from the DEMs. The 

topography was described both in terms of its distributional statistics and its spatial 

patterns. For each annual DEM, a series of downstream-sloping planes were fitted to the 

mean bed elevation to create a sloping datum. Bed heights were defined as the elevation 
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relative to the sloping datum. The spatial patterns of topography were described by map-

ping bar locations from surveys and by comparing bed height at-a-point from one year to 

the next.  

Facies maps were drawn to delineate areas of similar grain size distribution [Buffing-

ton and Montgomery, 1999] and pebble counts were used to describe the surface grain size 

distribution (GSD) of each facies [Wolman, 1954]. The counts (300 pebbles minimum) 

were made at regular intervals in a grid pattern. Grain size characterization was limited to 

exposed areas of the bed and areas of shallow depths (<30 cm) due to depth and turbidity 

constraints. In addition to the surface grain size measurements, bulk samples were col-

lected at eight locations in the dam reach and the remaining reservoir sediment during the 

summer of 2009. Pits of approximately 1m3 were excavated and the material was sorted 

and weighed in the field. The largest grain in each bulk sample was between 1.5 and 3.1% 

of the total sample mass. Because facies delineation is subjective and facies locations 

may change from year to year, annual changes in D50g and Fs were evaluated only for the 

aerial weighted average of entire bar units. Additionally, because many of the mapped 

bars were not fully inundated each water year, annual comparisons of bed grain size dis-

tribution were limited only to the inundated portions of each bar. 

2.2.3. Sediment transport 

Quantifying sediment mass flux was done by collecting samples of bedload and 

suspended load during high-flow events at three locations (Figure 1). Sediment entering 

the dam reach was measured 11 kilometers upstream of the dam at the Brightwood site 

(RK59) near USGS gage 14136500. Sediment passing the dam site was measured at the 

USGS Marmot gage (14137000), 400 meters below the dam site (RK 48) (Figure 4). The 

downstream sediment sampling station was located at the upstream end of the Revenue 

reach (RK 39). Sampling was conducted from the late fall through the late spring in con-

junction with large flow events. In WY 08, all three sites were simultaneously sampled. 
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In WY 09, only the upstream (Brightwood) site was sampled. Bedload was sampled with 

a 15.2 x 30.5 cm TR-2 bedload sampler (except for WY 08 at Brightwood for which a 2/3 

scale TR-2 was used) and suspended load samples were collected with a D-74 depth-inte-

grating suspended sediment sampler. The samplers were deployed from a trailer-mount-

ed crane on a bridge at Brightwood, a cableway at Marmot, and a cataraft at Revenue 

(see Podolak and Pittman [2011] for a detailed description of the sampling protocol). The 

sediment samples were dried, sieved, and weighed to produce fractional transport mass 

(greater and less than 0.0625 mm for suspended sediment, and greater and less than 

2mm for bedload). The masses were used with sampling times, sampler dimensions, and 

channel width to compute fractional transport rates following the methods of Edwards and 

Glysson [1999]. 

The fractional transport rates and WY08 hydrographs were used by Major et al. [2012] 

to produce WY 08 annual sediment loads. For WY 09, the Brightwood transport mea-

surements were used to construct power law bedload transport-discharge relationships 

and suspended load concentration-discharge relationships (Figure 7). Because the peak 

flow during WY09 was over 3 times the highest sampled discharge, an additional set 

of bedload transport-discharge relationships were constructed with a calibrated trans-

port formula following the methods of Wilcock [2001]. From these curves, three bedload 

transport-discharge relationships were developed: the power law fit to data, the calibrated 

transport formula, and a hybrid using the power law at lower discharges (< 212 m3/s), and 

the calibrated formula at higher discharges. The WY09 hydrograph at the Brightwood 

station contained one week of missing data surrounding the annual peak (estimated at 

790 m3/s). Discharge values at Brightwood during the period of the missing data were 

estimated with Marmot gage data where available. During periods for which the Mar-

mot data was also missing, discharge values were estimated with a range of synthetic 

hydrographs based on the rising and falling limbs of the hydrograph. Three annual hy-

drographs, representing the range of synthetic hydrographs used to fill the missing data, 
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and three rating curves were used to estimate annual sediment loads in order to evaluate 

uncertainty in both the discharge record and the sediment transport relationships. 

The WY08 and WY09 annual loads are computed with two different methods. Major 

et al. [2012] use a bootstrap Monte Carlo simulation to develop power law sediment rating 

curves and compute the annual load. A composite rating curve using both a power law fit 

and a calibrated transport formula is used for the WY09 annual loads. To ensure the annu-

al load values are comparable, the WY08 annual loads were recomputed computed using 

the same composite rating curves used for WY09. The resulting loads are within 15% of 

Figure 7. Sediment transport measurements at the Brightwood Site. A: Bedload transport 
rate. B: Suspended load concentration. Solid lines indicate power law rating curves fitted 
to the transport data. Dashed lines are bedload rating curves developed from a calibrated 
model using the methods of Wilcock [2001]. 
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those presented in Major et al. [2012]. Fractional loads of the coarser bed load sizes in the 

Dam Reach were produced with the annual flux at the dam site and the reservoir GSD. 

Similarly fractional loads one and two kilometers below the dam site were estimated by 

subtracting fractional deposition masses (from bulk deposition volumes and bulk sam-

ple-derived GSD) from the dam site transport rates.

2.3. Sediment Budget

Estimated annual sediment fluxes at the three sediment sampling locations can be 

combined with measurements of bed elevation change in a sediment budget framework. 

The basis for a sediment budget is a mass balance – the difference between sediment 

entering and leaving a reach must be equal to the change in sediment stored in the reach. 

The sediment budget reach presented here is bounded by the Brightwood sampling site 

at the upstream end, the Revenue sampling site at the downstream and encompasses the 

reservoir, dam site, dam reach, and Sandy River Gorge (Figure 1, Figure 4). Major et al. 

[2012] present a complete two-fraction (sand and gravel) sediment budget for the dam 

reach during WY08 (Figure 8). Here the components of a two-fraction budget for WY09 

are presented (Figure 8). 

2.3.1. upstream Inputs

The annual amount of sediment delivered to the budget reach is estimated from trans-

port measurements at the Brightwood site (Figure 7). In WY08, the annual sediment load 

was 150,000 Mg (+/- 50,000 Mg) (Figure 8). The following year had much higher dis-

charges (Figure 2) and the resulting sediment load (1,800,000 +/- 700,000 Mg) was more 

then ten times greater than the previous year. The total sediment load both years was 

predominately sand (83 % in WY08, 89% in WY09), traveling both in suspension and as 

bedload. Whereas the total load and sand load during WY09 are roughly ten times larger 

than in WY08, the WY09 gravel load represents fifty-fold increase over WY08.

Earlier estimates for the average annual load at the Brightwood station based on 
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Figure 8. Sediment budget for the first two years after dam removal. The Year 1 budget 
is presented as Figure 35 in Major et al. [2012]. The Sandy River Gorge storage, and 
the flux at Revenue Bridge for year 2 are computed as residuals. Percentages indicated 
at the dam site are the reservoir sediment contributions as a percentage of the estimated 
upstream supply. 
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regional estimates vary from 128,000 Mg/year [Major et al., 2008] to 250,000 Mg/year 

[Stillwater Sciences, 2000b]. The WY09 transport sampling is the most recent and accurate 

available and the WY09 composite rating curves applied to a synthetic hydrograph cre-

ated from a 24-year record of 15- and 30-minute discharge values (Figure 2C) yields an 

average annual load of 300,000-450,000 Mg/year. Considering this estimate of average 

annual input to the sediment budget reach, the sediment delivered in WY 08 was only 1/4 

to 2/3 of that delivered in an average year. The sediment input in WY09 was 2.5 to 8.3 

times that in an average year.  Finally, the 750,000 m3 (1,275,000 Mg) of sediment rep-

resents between 3-5 years of average annual sediment load.

2.3.2. Reservoir evacuation

The sediment entering the budget reach at Brightwood was augmented by impounded 

sediment eroding from the reservoir after dam removal. Major et al. [2012] used topo-

graphic surveys and time lapse photography [Major et al., 2010] to estimate that 600,000-

680,000 Mg of sediment was eroded from the reservoir during WY08 and that an ad-

ditional 79,000-87,000 Mg of sediment was eroded in WY09 (Figure 8). Pre-removal 

corings indicated the reservoir sediment consisted of a coarse unit (D50g= 69 mm, Fs = 

17%) overlying a fine unit (D50g= 6 mm, Fs = 75%) [Squier and Associates, 2000]. Bulk 

samples from a coarse unit of undisturbed reservoir sediment in July 2009 were coarser 

(D50g= 94 mm, Fs = 16%) than the pre-removal estimates but were within the reported 

uncertainty ranges (D50g= 45-108 mm, Fs = 11-23%) [Squier and Associates, 2000]. Taken 

together, the two reservoir units had a near equal split between sand and gravel, and as 

a result the budget is based on an assumed equal contribution of sand and gravel from 

reservoir erosion (Figure 8). 

2.3.3. Channel Storage

Evacuation of sediment from the reservoir and downstream deposition are the two 

largest storage terms of the budget. The change in downstream sediment storage (Figure 
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9) was computed by comparing annual DEMs (Figure 10). In the dam reach, there was 

67,000 m3 of deposition and 5,000 m3 of erosion during WY08, and 9,200 m3 of deposi-

tion and 21,000m3 of erosion in WY09 (Figure 9). The volume changes correspond to a 

net deposition of 195,000 Mg in WY08 and a net erosion of 30,000 Mg in WY09. Bulk 

sediment samples of the deposited sediment (Figure 6C) indicate that the deposits con-

sisted of primarily coarse gravel with D50g between 69 and 109mm, and only 9-18% sand. 

Figure 9. Net annual sediment accumulation and evacuation for all study reaches.
Unsurveyed portion of Dam Reach in 2007-2008 is estimated. The unsurveyed area is 
shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 10. Map of elevation changes in the Dam Reach. A: 2007 to 2008. B: 2008 to 
2009. C: 2007 to 2009. Areas in grey did not have elevation change greater than the 
detection limit. White areas indicate locations with insufficient information to calculate 
elevation change. Hatched areas were assessed in the field to have unchanged elevations. 
Red boxes indicate the approximate locations of the photographs in Figure 17. 
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2.3.4. downstream Sediment Flux

The sediment flux out of the budget reach was assessed at the Revenue sampling site. 

WY08 samples at the Revenue site allowed for a computation of the annual sand and 

gravel loads [Major et al., 2012]. During WY08 an estimated 650,000 Mg (+/-200,000Mg) 

of sediment passed the Revenue site, most of which (85%) was sand (Figure 8). There 

were insufficient transport measurements to reliably produce an annual load for WY09, 

and as such the WY09 flux at Revenue (1,900,000 Mg +/- 800,000 Mg) was computed as 

a residual of the other terms.

2.3.5. error terms

Portions of the dam reach were unsurveyed (white areas in Figure 10). Trends of 

deposition upstream and downstream of the pool 700 to 800 meters below the dam in 

WY08 (Figure 9) suggest that there was unmeasured deposition. The dam area deposition 

values in Figure 8 include an approximation of this deposition made using a linear trend 

between deposition upstream and downstream of the data gap shown in Figure 10.  Ad-

ditionally, by choosing sediment sampling sites as the upstream and downstream limits 

of the sediment budget reach (Figure 1), two large unsurveyed areas were included in 

the budget, introducing additional uncertainty to change in storage terms. There is a 9 

km reach between the Brightwood site and the Marmot reservoir for which no elevation 

measurements were made. Several times per year this reach was rafted at low flows and it 

was assessed that minimal change in storage had occurred. In the lower end of the budget 

reach, between the Dam Reach and the Revenue sampling site, was another unsurveyed 

area – the 6.9 km Sandy River Gorge. Unlike the upper unsurveyed area, the gorge most 

likely did undergo a change in storage during both WY08 and WY09 (Figure 8). Depo-

sition was likely much larger in WY08 because the flows were smaller and the sediment 

augmentation was a much larger fraction of the transport capacity of the available flow. 

Balancing the budget within the uncertainty ranges of the measured terms demands 
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that some deposition of sand and gravel occurred in the gorge during WY08. The likely 

volume deposited in the gorge was constrained by mapping and observing pools before 

[Stewart and Grant, 2005 and after [Major et al., 2012] removal, by noting fresh post-re-

moval sand and gravel bars [Major et al., 2012], and by measured fluxes below the gorge. 

In WY09 both the gorge deposition and the Revenue annual load were computed as 

residuals and the allocation of sediment between the two was determined by assuming the 

volume change in the gorge to be no greater than the first year based on negligible chang-

es observed in potential storage locations. 

2.4. Bed adjustments

2.4.1. downstream Reaches

Very little change occurred on the beds of the three far (>5 km) downstream reaches 

in the years following the dam removal (Figure 9). Every reach experienced local erosion 

and deposition, however the net change was small. Modest net deposition (deposition 

minus erosion) is estimated for the Revenue reach during WY10 (1,800 m3), although 

this amount is less than the annual change in the year prior to the dam removal (2,400 

m3). The average bed elevation change (0 - 6.9 cm) in the lower three reaches was small 

– an order of magnitude less than the median grain size of the gravel fraction (40-180 

mm) (Figure 6A). The surface grain size measurements show no systematic changes in 

the grain size of the gravel fraction from 2007 to 2009 (Figure 6A), however, the surface 

sand fraction did increase by 10% in WY08 and then decreased 5-8% in WY09 (Figure 

6B, owing perhaps to the elevated sand flux (relative to the Brightwood flux) passing the 

Revenue sampling site (Figure 8).  

2.4.2. dam Reach

2.4.2.1. Patterns of Deposition and Erosion

The dam reach received nearly 200,000 Mg of deposition during WY08 (Figure 8). 
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The channel nearest the dam had the most deposition, and the magnitude of aggradation 

decreased rapidly over the first 700 meters in the downstream direction (Figure 9). From 

0.9 to 1.5 km there were much smaller amounts of net deposition, and farther than 1.5 

km below the dam, the elevation changes were negligible. The downstream decreasing 

deposition created a bed with a steeper slope (Figure 11), increasing from 0.005 in 2007 

to 0.008 in 2008. In the second year, the reach experienced net erosion of 20,000 Mg 

(Figure 8). However, the erosion was not uniform, with zones of erosion (0-400 and 600-

1,000 meters downstream) and deposition (300-600, and 1000-1000 meters downstream) 

alternating in the downstream direction (Figure 9). The upstream end of the deposit was 

reduced in elevation (Zone 1, Figure 11) but the mean elevation at the downstream end of 

the deposit (Zone 3, Figure 11) remained unchanged. The combined effect of the erosion 

and deposition was a decreased bed slope, from 0.008 in 2008 to 0.007 in 2009 (Figure 

11). The third year after removal (WY10) was, like WY08, drier than average (Figure 2). 

The small volumes of erosion (2,200 m3) and deposition (2,400 m3) nearly balanced one 

another resulting in only 200 m3 of net deposition over entire 2 km (Figure 9). The longi-

tudinal profile and bed slope (0.007) were unchanged over the course of WY10 (Figure 

11).  

Just as there were downstream deposition trends, there were also cross-stream pat-

The 6 zones match the zones shown in 
Figure 14 and Figure 15.
Figure 11. Longitudinal profile of the Dam Reach. 
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terns in WY08 deposition as well. Immediately below the dam, the deposition was 

greatest in the thalweg at the center of the channel (Figure 10A), forming a bar along 

the left side of the channel (Figure 10, September 2008). Between 300 and 400 meters 

downstream the annual elevation change was 2.5 and 3.5 meters across the entire channel 

(Figure 10A) and the planform (defined by surveys of the waters edge) was unchanged 

(Figure 12). From 400 to 700 meters downstream the channel received 2-4 meters of 

deposition, whereas the banks and floodplains show little to no elevation change. In this 

area, the bar along the right side of the channel became submerged (Figure 12). From 

600 to 700 meters downstream 3-4 meters of deposition occurs along the right side of the 

channel. This deposition occured in the upper portion of a deep pool formed as the chan-

nel bends to the left against a bedrock wall. The remainder of the pool was unsurveyed. 

Downstream of the bedrock on the right side, the valley expands slightly and there 

is a long mid-channel bar. The upper portions of the bar were also unsurveyed, but the 

surveys on the lower portion indicate the bar top received limited (0.5-1 meter) deposi-

tion while the shallow channels on either side and immediately downstream received no 

measureable deposition (Figure 10) resulting in small areas of increased relief. Waterline 

surveys (Figure 12) show the mid-channel bar extending upstream into the location of the 

former pool. The primary channel flows around the left side of a large vegetated island 

(Figure 4). There were isolated small amounts of deposition (< 1m) in the upper end of 

the channel on the right side of the island (Figure 10). The channel at the downstream 

end of the island has several large (0.5-1 m) boulders anchoring a small mid-channel bar 

(Figure 4). 

This area of the channel, between 1 and 1.4 km below the dam, was an area of signifi-

cant deposition (Figure 10), occurring primarily in the middle of the channel and continu-

ing onto the top of the mid-channel bar. Farther downstream is a 350-meter-long reach for 

which repeat topography is unavailable, but field observations and photography suggest 

that minimal elevation change has occurred. At the downstream end of the Dam Reach, 
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Figure 12. Channel waterline and planform description immediately below the dam site. 
A: 1911, B: September 2007, C: November 2007, D: September 2008, E: September 
2009. 1911 map from dam construction drawings. Other maps from field surveys and 
air photos. Water discharges are 1911: approximately 27 m3/s, September 2007: 10 m3/s, 
November 2007: 42.5 m3/s, September 2008: 14 m3/s, September 2009: 16m3/s.
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approaching the head of the Sandy River Gorge, is a large persistent logjam along the left 

side of the channel (Figure 4). To the right of the logjam is a lightly vegetated bar and a 

pool against a large bedrock wall. The bar had a few locations that received less than half 

of a meter of deposition (Figure 10).

In the second year, the erosion (Figure 9) occurred uniformly across the channel in 

the first 100 meters (Figure 10B). Beyond the first 100 meters, erosion was concentrated 

along the left side of the channel, where the pre-removal thalweg had been located. At 

the same time the thalweg was becoming deeper, more sediment was deposited along the 

right side of the channel and in the shallow areas along the banks from 200 to 600 meters 

downstream (Figure 10B). The sediment that was deposited on the mid-channel bar 800 

meters downstream in the first year (Figure 10A) was eroded away in the second year 

(Figure 10B) such that the net change over a two year period (Figure 10C) was negligi-

ble. The small channel along the right side of the island received more deposition further 

down the channel (Figure 10B). The main channel and mid-channel bar 1-1.4 km down-

stream had nearly all of the first-year deposition (Figure 10A) removed in the second year 

(Figure 10B), leaving minimal amounts of net deposition for the two year period (Figure 

10C). The bar along the logjam at the downstream end of the reach received equal magni-

tudes of erosion at the upstream end and deposition at the downstream end (Figure 9).

2.4.2.2. Cross Section Evolution

More frequent measurements of bed elevation change were made at the Marmot gage 

(Figure 13, location shown on Figure 4 and Figure 12). The thalweg was initially locat-

ed on the center-left side of the channel. Initial deposition occurred along the left side 

of the channel such that by the time the channel has aggraded 1.5 meters it is wider and 

has the thalweg far to the right side (Figure 13A).A mid-channel bar appears after anoth-

er half-meter of aggradation. Further deposition occurs primarily along the left side of 

the channel, concentrating flow against the right side. Seven months after the dam was 
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removed, the channel aggraded approximately 4 meters and widened into a broad, flat 

cross section (Figure 13A). Repeat photography at this cross section indicates minimal 

bank erosion and that the channel widening occurred primarily by filling a trapezoidal 

cross section. From the peak of aggradation on May 15th, 2008, the channel bed began to 

erode (Figure 11). Erosion from the left 2/3 of the channel created a bed with a very flat 

uniform cross section. Further erosion along the left side excavated a channel that was 3 

m deep, with a flatter and slightly wider bed offset to the left (south) from the pre-remov-

Figure 13. Cross section profiles at the USGS cableway A. Aggradation between October 
16, 2007 and May 15, 2008. B. Degradation between May 15, 2008 and January 24, 
2011. Looking downstream at the cableway location shown in Figure 4 and Figure 12. 
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al channel (Figure 13 A and B). 

2.4.2.3. Topographic Distribution

The statistical description of bed topography shows a decrease in bed height variabil-

ity in WY08 in the first kilometer below the dam (Figure 14, zones 1 & 2). The standard 

deviation of bed height for both zones decreases by 50%, and the amount of the channel 

at large heights (banks and bars) decreases – the upper tail of the distribution becomes 

smaller. In the second year, the height distributions remain less variable than the pre-re-

moval condition. The height distributions farther downstream (zone 3) become less 

variable in the first year, but by a smaller amount than zones 1 and 2, and do not change 

in the second year. The distribution of topography in the three downstream-most zones 

is stable over the three year period in terms of height variability, bank and bar area (right 

tail), and pool area (left tail).

Changes in the spatial distribution of topography can also be observed in the dia-

grams of bar locations (Figure 12). The dam reach initially contained a long lateral bar 

along the left side, a point bar on the inside of a bend to the left and a medial bar in an 

Figure 14. Distribution of bed heights in the Dam Reach in 2007, 2008, and 2009. 
Heights are difference between bed elevation and a downstream sloping datum. A 
decrease in height variability is evident in the upstream zones (1-3).
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expansion (Figure 12, September 2007). Shortly after breaching, the planform took on a 

more braided configuration with multiple channels surrounding several mid-channel bars 

(Figure 12, November 2007). The thalweg switched from the left to the right side of the 

channel from 50 to 500 meters below the cofferdam site. The point bar was bisected and a 

large bar formed on the outside of the bend immediately downstream of the apex (Figure 

12). At the end of the first year, the planform returned to a single-threaded pattern and the 

bar locations were similar to those of the pre-removal condition, with the exception of the 

point bar, which was absent (Figure 12). At the end of the second year (September 2009) 

the planform was similar to the pre dam (1911) configuration: a 300-meter-long left-side 

lateral bar, a point bar, and a large medial bar in the expansion area. 

Persistence in bedform location can also be indicated by comparisons of the bed 

height at-at-point for two time periods. In the upper kilometer (Figure 15, zones 1 and 

2), nearly all of the locations higher than the mean bed elevation in 2007 (banks and 

bars) had lower relative heights in 2009. Some locations with low bed heights (pools) in 

2007 were also areas of pools in 2009. However, much of the 2009 bed was at a differ-

ent height than in 2007 (see the horizontal grouping of points in zones 1 and 2 of Figure 

15) – i.e. a location that was a pool 2007 would a bar in 2008. The downstream half of 

Figure 15. 2007 bed heights plotted against 2009 bed height for all survey points in the in 
the Dam Reach
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the reach (zones 4, 5, and 6) had a much stronger relationship between the 2007 and 2009 

bed heights. Not only were the distribution of bed heights similar (Figure 14) but the spa-

tial pattern of topography was stable such that areas with low elevations (pools) in 2007 

were also areas of low elevations in 2009.   

2.5. discussion

2.5.1. Sediment Budget

This study of the Marmot Dam removal was motivated by the opportunity to measure 

a channel bed response to an increase in sediment supply. Addition of the eroded reser-

voir sediment to the sediment in transport at Brightwood represents the sediment supply 

increase at the core of the study. In WY08, modest flows delivered a small upstream sup-

ply of 150,000 Mg, which was augmented by a large input of 640,000 Mg from reservoir 

erosion (Figure 8). The relative increase in load was a factor of five to six. The increase 

was even greater in the gravel fraction, which experienced a 65-fold increase in supply 

from 5,000 Mg to 325,000 Mg. Modest reservoir erosion in WY09 combined with high 

flows delivering a larger supply from Brightwood result in much smaller supply increas-

es. The total load increased 5% (from 1,800,000 Mg to 1,888,000 Mg) and the gravel 

load increased 17% (from 250,000 Mg to 290,000 Mg) as a result of reservoir erosion. 

The bed material load (estimated as grains coarser than 32mm) increased from less 

than 5,000 Mg passing Brightwood to 165,000 Mg passing the dam site (Figure 16). 

Much of the coarse load was deposited in the first kilometer, thereby reducing the bed 

material load entering the second kilometer to 39,000 Mg.  Most of the bed material load 

(70%) passed through the second kilometer and 27,000 Mg left the Dam Reach. Preferen-

tial deposition of the coarsest grain sizes in the first kilometer meant the second kilometer 

received an increase in bed material supply that was finer grained (D50=55 mm) than that 

delivered at the dam site (D50 = 103mm). The effect of the fractional deposition was a 17 

mm fining of the bed D50g over 1960 m (Figure 6A).  
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In WY09, the additional sediment resulted in no net deposition immediately down-

stream and the amount of sediment leaving the budget reach was nearly the same as that 

entering. In the second year, the change in storage terms – both reservoir evacuation, 

and erosion/deposition in the Dam Reach – were negligible relative to the upstream and 

downstream sediment fluxes. 

2.5.2. Channel adjustments

Channel adjustments in the dam reach were driven by the lack of transport capacity 

relative to the supplied sediment. Four possible channel adjustments to increase sediment 

transport capacity are 1) an increase in bed slope (mean topographic adjustment), 2) a 

decrease in the mean surface texture, 3) an increase in the topographic variability, and 4) 

Figure 16. Bed Material Load in the Dam Reach. Transport rates of bed material (> 32 
mm) derived from changes in storage in the reservoir and Dam Reach. A full GSD of the 
gravel load entering the reservoir is unavailable. The dashed box represents the full grav-
el load (>2 mm).
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rearrangement of bed patches relative to areas of high stress. Because the reservoir had 

no additional sediment storage capacity for decades and coarse sediment was reported to 

have passed over the dam at high flows, is it reasonable to assume that the pre-removal 

channel below the dam site had the capacity to transport the sediment that was supplied 

from upstream prior to the dam removal. This is supported by the observation that the 

WY08 peak discharge of 380 m3/s produced minimal channel changes in the dam reach. 

(Figure 9), whereas erosion or deposition would be expected if the capacity were not ad-

justed to the supply prior to the removal. A channel that had adjusted to convey 150,000 

Mg of sediment with the WY08 flows was instead supplied with nearly 800,000 Mg. As 

sediment supply overwhelmed transport capacity, sediment deposited on the bed. This 

deposition of bed material produced a downstream decrease in the relative increase in 

sediment supply. Of the 640,000 Mg of excess sediment supply, 30% of it deposited and 

the remaining 70% was conveyed downstream by the channel, although the 30% that 

was deposited was much coarser that what was conveyed downstream. Thus the chan-

nel transported approximately four times the sediment than would have been supplied 

without the dam removal, indicating that the post-removal deposition had contributed to 

increasing the transport capacity of the reach.

2.5.2.1. Adjustments of Slope and Topographic Distribution

In the first kilometer below the dam, the observed adjustments were an increase 

in slope and a change in the topographic variability. The slope increased from 0.003 

to 0.005 during WY08 (Figure 11). An increase in slope, all else being equal, will in-

crease the mean bed shear stress and the sediment transport rate. However, in a reach 

with non-uniform topography there will be a non-uniform stress field. Because sediment 

transport is a non-linear function of stress, sediment transport rates, can be greater with 

a non-uniform stress distribution. As a result, increasing the variance of topography, and 

therefore of stress, can increase the transport rate [Paola, 1996; Ferguson, 2003]. Fracalanci 
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et al. [2012] found the gravel transport rates of beds with alternate bars to be as much as 

five times higher than plane beds with the same average bed stress. However, in the first 

kilometer below the dam, in the first year following removal, the bed elevation variance 

decreased (Figure 14), presumably decreasing transport capacity.  

The mechanism of bed elevation variance decrease is likely a result of sediment 

supply overwhelming the channel. In a channel with a trapezoidal cross section (Figure 

13), as the deposited sediment fills the bottom of the channel and the channel elevation 

increases, the wetted width increases, even with no bank erosion. The increase in slope 

will increase transport capacity. The decrease in elevation variability, as it impacts stress 

variability, will decrease transport capacity. The net effect on the Sandy River was an 

increased transport capacity on a steeper slope with a bed configuration with less relief 

than the original (Figure 13A, Figure 14). If the channel transport capacity approaches the 

supply, as may have happened in the second year after removal of Marmot Dam, other in-

fluences on the topography such as channel curvature and width variations may reemerge 

and influence the planform configuration (Figure 12) and cross section geometry (Figure 

13B). As topographic variability increases (Figure 14, zone 1, 2008 to 2009) and thus in-

creases sediment transport capacity, the mean elevation may change such that the slope is 

reduced (Figure 11, zone 1, 2008 to 2009). This potential interaction between topograph-

ic variability, bed slope, and transport capacity may explain the patterns of topographic 

variability (Figure 14), slope (Figure 11), and bed elevation changes (Figure 13) seen in 

the upper kilometer of the Dam Reach.

2.5.2.2. Grain Size Adjustments

Nearly all of the 195,000 Mg of deposition in the Dam Reach (Figure 8) can be ac-

counted for in the first kilometer (Figure 9). The sediment deposited immediately below 

the dam (80 m downstream) was coarser (D84g = 230 mm, where D84g is the grain size 

for which 84% sediment > 2 mm than the sediment in the reservoir (D84g = 190 mm) and 
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the deposit at the upper end of the second kilometer (D84g = 172 mm) (Figure 6C). The 

deposition of much of the coarse load near the dam site resulted in a supply to the second 

kilometer that was much finer (D50g = 14 mm) than what was supplied to the first kilome-

ter (D50g = 47 mm). Unlike the upper kilometer, the slope was unchanged in the second 

kilometer (Figure 11) and the bed height variability did not change (Figure 14). 

Bed texture characterization of the channel prior to the dam removal is insufficient 

to conclusively measure bed grain size changes. However, photographic evidence indi-

cates a general bed fining in the second kilometer. Prior to removal the bed texture was 

dominated by large (0.5 – 1 m) clasts. Figure 17 shows the bed texture before and two 

years after dam removal at two locations in the second kilometer. Both locations had less 

than one meter of bed elevation change (Figure 10), unchanged bed slope (Figure 11), 

and constant bed elevation variability (Figure 14, zones 4 and 5). The surface texture in 

2009 was still coarse, with a surface median grain size of 113 mm (Figure 6A), however, 

compared to the pre-removal bed it was likely a finer bed and had an increased sediment 

transport capacity. Where the sediment transport capacity increases, but neither mean 

slope nor topographic variability change, a decrease in bed grain size is the likely cause. 

The second kilometer of the dam reach may be an example of this type of adjustment.

2.5.3. Relative effect of different bed adjustments

One method to investigate the relative effects of the various bed adjustments such 

as changes in slope, topographic variability, or surface grain size is to apply a numeric 

model. Because some of the observed bed adjustments are one-dimensional (bed slope 

and mean surface grain size) and others are two-dimensional (spatial patterns of topog-

raphy and bed texture) comparing observations against the results of a one-dimensional 

(1-D) numerical model can provide an understanding the interaction between various 

adjustment methods. A 1-D model of the dam removal was prepared during the planning 

process [Stillwater Sciences, 2000b]. The model computes sand and gravel transport separate-
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Figure 17. Photographs of river bed before and after dam removal. A and B: looking 
upstream at mid-channel bed approximately one kilometer below dam site. C and D: 
looking across stream (flow from left to right) near confluence of main channel and 
side channel on north side of the large island approximately 1.3 km below dam site. 
Photographs A and C taken prior to dam removal (July 13th, 2007 at 7.1 m3/s); B and 
D taken two years (July 9th, 2009 at 17.9 m3/s). Photo locations shown in Figure 4 and 
Figure 10. Circles indicate features visible in both the 2007 and 2009 photographs.

B

C D
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ly, however it is not a true multi-fraction model and does not adjust the mean bed surface 

grain size by adjusting the mixture of grain sizes on the bed in response to sediment ero-

sion and deposition. The model adjusts surface gravel grain size by simulating abrasion in 

the downstream direction. 

Because the transport capacity adjustments the model predicts are only based on 

mean stress changes driven by slope changes, the extent to which model predictions 

match measured responses indicates the importance of slope adjustments relative to the 

other adjustment mechanisms. Major et al. [2012] and Downs et al. [2009] find the model to 

have effectively predicted the height and downstream extent of the depositional wedge in 

the first kilometer downstream. Beyond the first kilometer, Major et al. [2012] also found 

the model predictions of isolated aggradation up to 1.5 were not observed. Predicting a 

future state with a numerical model involves not only the model performance, but also 

relies on predicting the future hydrological inputs. Cui et al. [in review] reran the numeric 

model with four years of measured discharge to evaluate the model performance. With 

the measured discharge, the model over-predicts deposition in the first 1.2 kilometers by 

between 0.5 and 1 meter and under-predicts the subsequent erosion of the deposited sedi-

ment in the next year by 0.25 to 1 meter.  Cui et al. [in review] find that the over-prediction 

of the deposition beyond the first kilometer can be minimized by calibrating the sediment 

abrasion rate. 

The 1-D model over-prediction of slope change and deposition beyond 2 kilometers 

provide two opportunities to investigate slope adjustments relative to other non-modeled 

adjustments. The dominant response in the first kilometer is deposition, producing an 

increase in slope. For the first year, as the bed slope increased the model over predict-

ed the change in slope. Likewise, in the second year, the bed slope decreased and the 

model again over predicted the change in slope. Because a model that adjusts only slope 

over-predicts the observed change in slope, one of the other non-modeled adjustments 

may be adjusting in a manner that moderates the effects of slope change. In the first kilo-
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meter, observed reduction in topographic variability may explain the slope over-predic-

tion in the numeric model. The dominant response in the second kilometer is a decrease 

in bed grain size shown in Figure 17. Cui et al. [in review] find that increasing the abrasion 

rate of the gravel grain size brings the model into closer agreement with the measured 

downstream deposition. In a unisize model, abrasion is the only method to reduce the bed 

grain size, and increasing the abrasion rate has the effect of creating a downstream fining 

bed. The second kilometer received a four-fold increase in sediment supply and had an 

increase in transport capacity that was not predicted by the 1-D model, and therefore the 

model predicted more deposition driven by supply exceeding capacity. The fact that the 

model predictions more closely matched field measurements after incorporating a down-

stream fining mechanism, indicates the role of bed texture fining in increasing transport 

capacity in the second kilometer. Both the moderating effect on transport capacity of a 

decrease in topographic variability and the increase in transport capacity by a finer bed 

texture are highlighted by comparing the 1-D model predictions to measurements. 

2.6. Conclusions 

The removal of Marmot Dam from the Sandy River, Oregon provided an opportunity 

to document bed response to a large increase in sediment supply. The dam was removed 

in 2007, with the flows beginning to evacuate reservoir sediment on October 19, 2007. It 

was possible to collect observations before and after the introduction of the reservoir sed-

iment to the downstream channel. A sediment budget was developed for a reach including 

the reservoir (source of additional sediment supply) and channel below the dam, where 

most of the deposition occurred. 

Flows in the 2007-2008 winter were relatively small and the volume of sediment 

eroded from the reservoir was four to five times that delivered by the river. The increase 

in sand supply was more than a factor of two, whereas the increase in gravel supply was 

more than a factor of fifty. The grain size distinction is important because most of the 
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sand passed through the reach below the dam, whereas most of the gravel was deposit-

ed, producing a depositional wedge up to 3.2 m thick (Figure 11) in the first km below 

the dam. Channel slope increased from 0.005 to 0.008 and topographic variability in 

the channel (measured by the standard deviation of bed height) decreased. From 1-2 km 

downstream, deposition was more isolated in the first year following removal and was not 

of sufficient magnitude to increase the average bed slope. The bed height distribution in 

this kilometer was relatively unchanged, however the bed surface texture became finer, 

increasing transport capacity. Beyond the dam reach (>10 km), the increase in sediment 

supply was primarily in the sand fraction and there was no detectable change in the mean 

bed elevation. In a reaches 9,12, and 28 km below the dam a 10% increase in the mean 

sand fraction of the bed was detected.

High flows in the second year following removal were much more substantial and in-

cluded a flood with a 10-year recurrence interval. Some erosion occurred at the upstream 

end of the deposit, decreasing bed slope from 0.008 to 0.007. In the second kilometer, 

much of the sediment deposited during the first year, eroded in the second. Topographic 

variability in the first kilometer also increased and the dimensions and location of channel 

bars approached, but did not return to their pre-removal states.  

The bed of a gravel bed river can respond to an increase in sediment supply in sev-

eral different ways. In general, deposition may be expected to increase bed slope, which 

increases transport capacity, helping the system return to a steady state in response to the 

increased sediment supply. An increased sediment supply can also reduce the grain size 

of a reach, which can increase transport capacity, although the amount of this change de-

pends on the grain size of the sediment supply. Finally, the spatial distribution of topogra-

phy and grain size can play a role in changing transport capacity. 

In the kilometer where the deposition was the greatest, 30% of the increased sediment 

supply was deposited into the bed, and the remaining 70% that was conveyed farther 

downstream was much finer. The increase in transport capacity was primarily achieved by 
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an increase in bed slope, however it was moderated by a decrease in bed height variabili-

ty. The interaction of the effects of slope and bed height variability were highlighted in a 

1-D model that incorporated only the slope adjustment. Without the moderating effects of 

changes in bed height variability, the change in bed slope was over-predicted by the mod-

el. In the second kilometer, the deposition amounts were minimal, and increased trans-

port capacity was primarily achieved by a decrease in bed grain size. This was likewise 

reflected in the comparison of the 1-D model with field observations. The lack of bed 

surface texture adjustment in the model resulted in less capacity and more deposition than 

was actually observed.
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chApter 3 – experimentAl study of the response to in-
creAsed sediment supply of A chAnnel with AlternAte 

grAvel bArs

The field example of channel adjustments to an increase in sediment supply present-

ed in Chapter 2 demonstrates several adjustments. The increase in sediment supply was 

accommodated by slope increases, changes in topographic variability, and a decrease in 

the bed grain size. Two years after the dam removal, the bed planform configuration was 

similar to the pre-removal condition, but the transient configuration was quite different. 

Laboratory flume experiments provide the opportunity to study the response of a chan-

nel under controlled conditions and support high resolution observations. This chapter 

presents results from experiments in a near-field scale recirculating flume during which 

an increased sediment supply was applied to a gravel bed with alternate bar topography. 

Frequent and high spatial resolution topographic measurements, grain size derived from 

photographs, and sediment flux measurements coupled with a hydrodynamic model allow 

detailed documentation of bed adjustments to increased sediment supply. The ensemble 

of measurements are used to focus especially on the transient bed response.

3.1. methods

The experiments were conducted in the main channel at St. Anthony Falls Hydraulic 

Lab. The flume is rectangular in cross section, 2.75 m wide and 80 m long with a 55 m 

long test section. Water discharge is controlled with an adjustable headgate and was held 

relatively constant throughout the experiment (mean = 0.42 m3/s, standard deviation = 

0.026 m3/s). Sediment exits the flume via five bedload traps spanning the width of the test 

section and is recirculated via a slurry pump to the top of the test section. An adjustable 

tailgate is used to maintain a constant downstream depth (mean = 0.139 m, std dev = 

0.0094 m).

The experimental plan involved a combination of sediment recirculation and sediment 

feed. An initial run was conducted to establish an alternate bar configuration using the 
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sediment recirculation system, reaching a steady state transport rate of 30 kg/min.  The 

recirculating sediment feed was then manually augmented to achieve a rate of 65 kg/min. 

This was done by monitoring the flux rate entering the recirculation system every 5 min-

utes and manually supplementing the input to maintain an approximately constant input 

rate.  As the channel adjusted, the recirculated flux approached 65 kg/min and the amount 

of supplemented load dropped to zero. The flume was then operated in full recircula-

tion mode for 15 hours, allowing the bed to fully adjust to the higher rate during which 

time the transport rate persisted at 65 kg/min. This is the first instance we are aware of 

in which supplemental feed has been used to change the internally adjusted state of a 

recirculating flume. The sediment feed was augmented a second time with manual input, 

holding the rate at 130 kg/min for 6.4 hr, at which point the sediment available for sup-

plementation was exhausted. This was not sufficient time to allow the system to achieve 

the target transport rate and the system equilibrated to a transport rate of approximately 

90 kg/min.  The run was divided into 15 segments, each lasting approximately 6 hours. 

Between each run segment the bed was drained, allowing detailed measurements of the 

bed topography and grain size as the bed adjusted to the two increases in sediment sup-

ply.

To begin the experiment, the bed was mixed and graded to a planar configuration. At 

a point 15 m upstream of the test section, the right 25% of the flume entrance was ob-

structed with sandbags to produce a flow perturbation that would enhance alternate bar 

growth. This obstruction remained in the channel throughout the experiment. The initial 

bed topography was established by running the flume in the recirculating mode. Steady 

flow conditions with a mean depth of 0.145 m (std dev = 0.03, width/depth ratio = 18.9; 

Table 1) and transport rate of 35 kg/min were established before initiating the feed aug-

mentation. The initial bed had a mean slope of 0.009 and the topography was dominated 

by long alternate bars with a maximum relief (difference between maximum and mini-

mum elevation at any cross section) of 0.127 m. 
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Prior to the experiment, bulk samples of the bed surface and subsurface were taken at 

several locations throughout the flume. The initial bed was unarmored. The median grain 

size of the sediment larger than 2 mm (D50g) was 10.2 mm for both surface and subsur-

face, and sand content (Fs) was 15% for the surface and 16% for the subsurface (Figure 

18). Also before the experiment, the sediment used to supplement the feed was obtained 

by running the flume and diverting the recirculation to capture approximately 20m3 of 

sediment. The augmented sediment was finer than the flume bed material  (D50g: 8.7 mm 

Fs: 24%; Figure 18) but similar in grain size to transport samples collected during the ex-

periment. The augmented sediment contained approximately 5% more sand than average 

transport measured during the runs. 

Sediment flux was measured at five bedload traps at the downstream end of the test 

section. Each trap contained a drum that collected sediment, recorded continuous weight, 

and periodically rotated to dump the sediment into an auger leading to the slurry pump. 

Each drum was connected to a load cell that recorded the mass at 1-second intervals. 

During the augmentation runs, a 10 minute moving average was reported every five min-

utes to determine the supplement needed to meet the target flux. A small amount of bed 

Table 1. Summary of flume experiment. Discharge, sediment flux, depth, and bed shear 
stress are mean values over the duration of each phase of the experiment. Upstream sedi-
ment flux is the sum of recirculated sediment flux and sediment augmentation. Bed slope 
determined from the bed topography scans at the end of each run segment and bed shear 
stress is estimated using two-dimensional numerical model.

Duration Discharge Mean Up-
stream Sedi-
ment Flux

Bed 
Slope

Mean 
Depth

W/D 
ratio

Mean 
bed shear 

stress

Mean 
surface 

D50

hours m3/s kg/min kg/m/s m Pa mm

Pre-augmentation 9 0.043 29.9 0.18 0.009 0.15 18.3 10.5 7

Augmentation 1 11.3 0.041 65.1 0.39 0.143 19.2 11.2

Recovery 1 15 0.044 66 0.4 0.010 0.147 18.6 11.8 6.5

Augmentation 2 6.8 0.043 136.1 0.82  0.135 20.4 13.4

Recovery 2 36 0.043 90.3 0.55 0.012 0.134 20.5 12.9 6.2
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material load passed unmeasured over the weighpans and settled downstream of the test 

section. Measurements of this sediment indicated that it was on average 1.5% of the total 

load for each run segment. 

At the end of each run segment (approximately every 6 hours of run time), the flume 

was drained to allow high-resolution measurement of the bed topography. An automated 

data acquisition cart equipped with a laser rangefinder traversed the flume and measured 

the height of the bed on a 1cm x 1 cm grid. During the flume runs, the cart was equipped 

with a sonic range finder to measure water surface elevation (WSEL) and a submers-

ible sonar to measure bed elevation. At 80 minute intervals, water surface elevation was 

measured at 1 cm spacing along five streamwise transects spaced 0.42 meters apart. Also 

at 80 minute intervals, bed elevation and water surface elevation were measured at 1 cm 

spacing along nine cross-stream transects spaced 5.25 meters apart. 

Figure 18. Flume experiment grain size distribution. Surface and subsurface GSD are 
composites of six samples taken before the experiment. Augmented GSD is the sediment 
used to augment sediment supply. Transport samples are from multiple grab samples 
taken from the recirculating sediment. Photo limits indicate range of GSD from manual 
counts on 15 photographs. Boxplot displays distribution of the mean surface grain size 
for 8,184 samples measures with automatic photo classification system.
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Each time the bed was dried, maps of areas with similar grain size distribution (GSD) 

were sketched. The facies were categorized by the estimated relative abundance of sand 

(<2 mm), fine gravel (2-8 mm), and medium gravel (8-32 mm). Additionally, images of 

the drained bed were captured with high resolution digital photographs with a Nikon D70 

digital SLR camera mounted to the data acquisition cart. The photographs covered 43.5 

meters of the test section and were taken at an average height above the bed of 2.72 me-

ters, yielding a resolution of 2 pixels/mm for each of the 6 megapixel images. Errors in 

the camera position program resulted in under-sampling 5% of the bed (primarily along 

the right half) for run segments 1-11, and 24% of the bed for segments 12-14. The images 

were cropped to produce 0.38 m x 0.38 m images, each of which was analyzed with an 

automatic routine to extract grain size information. 

There are two general methods currently used to extract grain size information from 

photographs: 1) individual gain size identification and measurement producing an ar-

ea-by-number GSD and 2) correlation of GSD statistics and image statistics to produce a 

GSD equivalent to a grid-by-number GSD. Here a method is applied which uses two-di-

mensional autocorrelation of the image intensity to estimate the mean grain size in an 

image [Buscome et al., 2010]. Tested against over 400 sediment samples of natural sediment 

mixtures (grain sizes between 0.1 and 100 mm), Buscome et al. [2010] found the image-de-

rived grain size to be well correlated with the mean grain size from manual point counts 

of the same images for over 400 sediment samples of natural sediment mixtures (between 

0.1 and 100 mm). Their RMS error was 16%, and was reduced to 11% when the im-

age-derived grain size was calibrated with manual measurements from a subsample of the 

images. Applying the Buscome et al. [2010] methods to 8,184 images from the flume ex-

periments produced a grid of mean grain size throughout the flume. The automated mean 

grain size observations were consistently coasrer than the median grain size computed 

from a manual 100-pebble count on 15 photographs (Figure 19). A linear correlation was 

used to report the automated mean size in terms of the equivalent median size by pebble 
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counting. The grid-by-number GSD statistics from the photographs are directly compa-

rable to the volume-by-weight GSD derived from bulk samples of the reserved sediment, 

flume bed, and recirculating sediment (Figure 18) [Bunte and Abt, 2000].

3.2. Observations

Figure 20 provides a summary of the topographic and textural character of the bed 

over the course of the flume experiment. Figure 20A shows sediment transport rate mea-

sured at the downstream end of the flume along with the two periods of sediment aug-

mentation. The persistence of the sediment transport rate following the first augmentation 

is evident as is the increase in transport in response to the second augmentation. At the 

end of the experiment, the mean sediment flux was triple that at the beginning (Table 1).

3.2.1. topography 

During and following both increases in sediment supply, preferential deposition in 

the upstream portion of the flume caused the bed slope to increase (Figure 20B). Bed 

slope is calculated from the line that best fits the bed longitudinal profile (Figure 21). 

Figure 19. Comparison of point count and automated measures of grain size. Comparison 
of the mean grain size from automated algorithm to median grain size derived from 
manual counts (n=100) on 15 photographs. The linear relationship displayed was used to 
correct the automated algorithm.
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Figure 20. Time series of bed adjustment during the flume experiments. A. Bedload flux 
measurements and sediment augmentation. B. Bed and water surface slope. C. Mean and 
standard deviation of the median surface grain size. D. Contours of the power spectral 
density (log scale) for topographic bed scans and (E) sediment flux. F. Standard deviation 
of bed heights and correlation coefficient between bed shear stress (Figure 30) and bed 
grain size (Figure 23). G. Mean and standard deviation of the bed stress calculated from 
the 2-D model. Run segment indicated along the top and elapsed run time shown along 
the bottom. The vertical dotted lines indicate periods with sediment augmentations. 
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Slopes were also computed from the more frequent bed cross sectional profiles and water 

surface elevation profiles (Figure 20B). During the first augmentation, the bed steepens 

from 0.009 to 0.01 (Table 1). The second augmentation produced a larger slope response, 

corresponding to a larger increase in supply, with a steady state slope 0.012. An error in 

setting the downstream stage during run segment 10 caused downstream erosion (Figure 

21) and a transient slope adjustment (Figure 20B). 

The spatial distribution of local topography is presented in a digital elevation mod-

el (DEM) of bed height for each run segment (Figure 22). Bed height is computed by 

subtracting the elevation of a plane inclined at the mean slope of the profiles (Figure 21) 

from the DEM of bed elevation. At the beginning of the experiment (Run segment 0), 

the major topographic feature was a single cycle of a large alternate bar 15-20 meters in 

length. There is no sediment augmentation between the first and second bed scans (seg-

ments 0 and 1) and the overall pattern of bed topography persists. However, the DEM for 

run segment 1 also captures two scales of smaller, mobile features. Smaller bars (3-5 me-

ter wavelength) can be seen at the upper end of the channel and small dunes are evident 

in the downstream end of the pool near the center of the flume in the segment 1 bed scan. 

The first sediment augmentation occurs during Run segments 2, 3, and 4. As the 

bed steepens during run sediment 2 (Figure 20B, Figure 21), the broad pattern of high 

and low elevations persists (high areas at the upstream right side, mid-flume left side, 

and downstream right side), although the size and location of the dominant bar shifts 

downstream somewhat (the bar is centered at 37 meters during run segment 0 and at 44 

meters during segment 2). Superimposed on this pattern is a series of shorter wavelength 

bars most prominent on the left side of the flume between 25 and 35 meters during run 

segments 3 and 4. The bedforms shapes vary from small u-shaped features with faces 

approximately 30 degrees to the downstream direction to larger v-shaped features with 

have faces closer to 60 degrees to the direction of flow. In run segment 3 the small dunes 

in the pools are less prominent than earlier or later. The broad alternate bar pattern pres-
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Figure 21. Longitudinal profiles of the flume bed. A: First augmentation and recovery, 
B: Second augmentation and recovery. The profiles are derived from the laser bed scans 
following each run segment (Figure 22). Segment 10 profile shows downstream erosion 
caused by erroneously setting the downstream water stage too low. 
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ent before the first augmentation (segments 0 and 1) reemerges during the first recovery 

period (segments 5 and 6). Smaller dunes are superimposed on the bars, primarily in the 

upstream (segments 1, 5, 6) and small to large dunes migrating in the downstream half of 

the test section.

The second sediment augmentation occurs during run segments 7 and 9. Mobile 

alternate bars with a 7-8 m wavelength become well defined after the beginning of the 

second augmentation and persist through run segment 8. During the second recovery 

period, these bars gradually become less well defined and by segment 10, the broad topo-

graphic pattern established before the augmentations emerges once again. As the pools 

opposite the zones of high topography become reestablished, small dunes are visible in 

their downstream portions. Like segment 10, the topography after run segments 12 and 

14 resembles the initial (segment 0) topography – the tail end of a bar is visible on the 

upstream right side and a long bar is present midway down the left side of the flume. Al-

though persistent, the mid-flume bar varies somewhat in the sharpness of its boundaries 

and simplicity of its form. When it is less-well defined (e.g. segments 9,11,13, as well as 

segments 1 and 5), the right side mid-flume pool becomes divided by smaller dunes and 

bars. By the final run segment, the configuration of the bed topography largely resembles 

that of the initial configuration – a single cycle of large alternate bars 15-20 meters in 

length, and three well-defined pools, with smaller dunes in the pools. 

3.2.2. Bed texture

The mean surface D50 showed a general fining in response to the first augmentation 

(Figure 20C), as would be predicted by transport relations [Parker and Wilcock, 1993]. The 

response during run segments 2 and 3 fell within the broader trend but was more varied, 

perhaps as a function of rapid bed adjustments. Changes in the spatial distribution of bed 

grain size can be seen in the photograph-derived median grain sizes (Figure 23). The ini-

tial bed fining is more prevalent in the pool (Figure 22 and Figure 23) along the left side 
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of the flume between 30-45 meters. During the first recovery the upper and lower ends 

of the flume become finer, whereas the zones of higher elevation between 30-40 meters 

remain coarser. During the second augmentation, the mean surface D50 became coars-

er and remained in this coarser state until the final segment. By the end of the second 

augmentation the 7-8 meter alternate bar pattern is also evident in the grain size pattern, 

with the high portion of the bars (22-25 meters, 32-37 meters, 40-44 meters) also being 

the coarsest portions of the bed. As the second recovery progresses, grain size patterns 

become closer to their initial configurations, with the left side of the flume between 35-50 

meters again becoming the coarsest part of the bed. There is a clear correlation between 

bed elevation and bed grain size, indicating that both downstream and lateral interactions 

among topography, texture, and transport are influencing the bed response.

3.3. discussion

When sediment supply exceeds transport capacity some of the supplied sediment will 

not be transported and must deposit on the bed. The amount of deposition that results 

typically decreases in the downstream direction and causes an increase in the bed slope. 

As slope increases, the bed stress and transport also increase, moving the system back 

toward steady state. Where there is a range of grain sizes, an increase in sediment supply 

can also produce a finer bed surface texture, which will also increase transport capacity. 

In addition, to changes in mean slope and grain size, patterns of deposition and sorting 

may increase the variance in topography and grain size, which will also affect transport 

capacity.

3.3.1. topography adjustments

Because deposition directly increases bed slope and mean stress, a dominant response 

to an increased sediment supply is an increase in slope. The bed slope adjusted from 

0.009 to 0.01 during the first supply increase and from 0.01 to 0.012 during the second 

(Figure 20B, Table 1). The bed and water surface slopes adjust nearly simultaneously, and 
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Figure 22. Flume bed topography. Maps of bed height (bed elevation relative to tilted 
plane of mean bed) derived from bed topography scans at the end of each run segment. 
Flow is from left to right. Shaded bars between maps indicate run segments with sedi-
ment augmentation.
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Figure 23. Flume bed texture. Median surface grain size for 0.38 m square bed segments, 
derived from photographs with automatic algorithm. Lines show facies boundaries 
mapped from visual inspection. Light grey areas indicate areas with no photographs. 
Flow is from left to right. Shaded bars between maps indicate run segments with sedi-
ment augmentation.
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their rate of adjustment closely follows that of the sediment flux (Figure 20A and B).

The bed height frequency distribution at the end of each run segment is given in 

Figure 20. During the first augmentation, the topographic variability, as measured by 

the standard deviation (σ) of bed heights decreases from 0.02 m to 0.016 m (Figure 

20F) and is reflected in a narrowing of the distribution in Figure 24A. The decreased 

variability persists through the first recovery (σ = 0.016 m). The bed height distribution 

becomes more variable through the second augmentation, and reaches maximum vari-

ability (σ=0.03 m) at run segment 9. Throughout the second recovery, the bed heights are 

less variable and reach a value close to the pre-augmentation state (σ = 0.023 m) (Fig-

ure 23B). Using the 80th and 15th percentiles of the run segment 0 height distribution to 

approximate bar and pool area, the final bed topography shows slightly more pool area 

(20% vs. 15%) and less bar area (78.3% vs. 80%) than the initial. Using the same defini-

tion of pools and bars, Figure 25 shows the spatial distribution and sizes of bars and pools 

throughout the experiment. During the first augmentation (run segments 3 and 4) the 

Figure 24. Cumulative frequency distribution of bed heights. (bed elevation relative to 
tilted plane of mean bed). A: First augmentation and recovery, B: Second augmentation 
and recovery. Bar areas on Figure 25 are defined as bed height >0.0165 m (80th percentile 
for Day 0) and pools are defined as bed height < -0.0196 m (15th percentile for Day 0). 
Standard deviation of the frequency distribution shown in Figure 20F.
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pools become smaller and much of the bed is neither a bed nor a pool. By run segment 7, 

there is nearly the same total bar and pool area as there was initially (run segment 0), but 

they are arranged in smaller and more numerous bars and pools. In run segment 10, the 

bar and pool configuration resembles, in total size and location, the initial configuration. 

Figure 26 shows the locational persistence in bedform type (bar, pool, intermediate) at 

individual points on the bed. Much of the bed (74%) finishes the experiment as the same 

category as it started, highlighting the similarity in bedform location between the initial 

and final bed.

The bed response involves adjustment in the bed configuration – the type, shape, and 

location of bedforms. The topographic distribution at the beginning and end of the ex-

periment (run segment 0 vs. run segment 14 in Figure 22) is similar in terms of bedform 

types (large alternate bars), sizes (7 cm above the mean elevation), and locations (upper 

right, mid-flume left, and downstream right).

The distribution of bedform sizes can be further explored using a frequency analysis 

of the bed topography. A fast Fourier transformation was performed on 251 streamwise 

profiles (spaced 1 cm apart) from each daily bed scan. The mean power across all 251 

profiles is computed at each frequency. The evolution of the power spectral density plots 

of the bed (Figure 27) can be visualized as contours of power plotted on a wavelength vs. 

flume run time graph (Figure 20D). Increases in power at a specific wavelength indicate 

that bars of that wavelength are prominent in the bed and should be observed in the bed 

topography (Figure 22). The power in the longer wavelengths (30-40 meters) is greatest 

in run segment 0, diminishes through segment 8, and then reappears during segment 9 

through the end. This corresponds to the observed large-scale bars (upper right, mid-

flume left, and downstream on the right) that are more prominent in the beginning and 

end of the run. During the first and second augmentations, increased power is observed 

in the 6-9 meter wavelength. These bars are especially visible along the right side of the 

flume between 27 and 42 meters in the run segment 3 scan, and through the entire flume 
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Figure 25. Locations of bars and pools throughout the flume experiment. Bars are defined 
as areas with a height above 0.0165 m and pools are defined as areas with a height below 
-0.0196 m. Shaded bars between maps indicate run segments with sediment augmenta-
tion.
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in the segment 7 scan. The 2-3 meter wavelength shows increasing power during seg-

ments 1-7 with a gradual decrease after that time. These bedforms are prominent between 

25 and 30 meters on the segment 6 scan (Figure 22).

Although the topographic measurements are not of sufficient frequency to resolve 

bedform celerity, the downstream sediment flux was sampled at 1 Hz and can be used 

to estimate the size and celerity of sediment waves. First, gaps in the flux record (up to 

10 minutes in length) were filled with a moving average, and a fast Fourier transforma-

tion (16,385 point) was applied to periods of record for which there were unbroken data 

blocks of at least 6 hours. Like the bed topography frequency analysis, the power spectral 

density plots (Figure 27) are plotted through time (Figure 20E) to display variations in 

sediment flux. The frequency analysis shows a pattern of shifting power peaks from lon-

ger period fluctuations to shorter period fluctuations following both augmentations. Bed-

form celerity was not directly measured, however Singh et al. [2011] measured bedform 

Figure 26. Transition matrix between bars and pools for initial and final beds. Percent of 
the bed with indicated starting and ending category (i.e. 14% of the bed locations classi-
fied as bar in both the initial and final bed scans). The sum of diagonals (74%) indicates 
the percent of the bed with same designation before and after sediment augmentation.
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celerity in the same flume with the same bed material at slightly higher transport stage 

(Q=2.8 m3/s; depth=0.64 m; slope = 0.0029; bed stress = 18.2 Pa). They had bedforms 

with similar heights (7-9 cm) and were able to demonstrate scale-dependent bedform 

celerity. In the current experiments, the topographic record indicates the dominance of 

shorter wavelength bars as the sediment supply in increased (Figure 22), and this is borne 

out in the frequency analyses of the bed topography (Figure 20D). The fluctuations in the 

sediment flux are presumably related to changes in the bedform size and celerity during 

the transient phase. 

The dimension of the larger bedforms (Figure 22) scale to the flume width and depth. 

The upstream bar (the tail of which is visible in Figure 22, run segment 0) begins im-

mediately below the flow obstruction at the entrance to the test section. As sediment 

deposits on the bed through the first augmentation, the bed heights become less variable 

(Figure 20F & Figure 24). From this more planar bed state beginning with run segment 

4, a progression of bars with increasing wavelength occurs through run segment 10. Bars 

Figure 27. Frequency analysis for bed topography and sediment flux. A. Power spectral 
density for downstream sediment flux during run segments 6 and 8. Contours of this type 
of plot for all run segments with at least 6 hours of continuous record are shown in Figure 
20E. B. Power spectral density plot bed topography after run segment 1. Dashed lines 
indicate maximum and minimum power across 251 streamwise transects. Solid line is the 
average power. Contours of average power are plotted over time in Figure 20D. 
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with 4-5 meter wavelengths are prominent between 22 and 38 meters in run segments 3 

and 4. Longer wavelength bars (8-10 meters) begin to appear in the 30-40 meter range in 

run segment 5,  become well defined through run segments 6-8, and are superimposed on 

longer wavelength (30 m) alternate bars in run segments 10 and 11. 

A progression of migrating alternate bars with wavelengths that grow through time, 

has been observed in previous flume experiments on bar growth. Ikeda [1983] fed a mix-

ture of sand and gravel at a constant rate into a similarly large flume at similar transport 

stages. He initially observed small migrating u-shaped bedforms with widths 1/4 to 1/5 of 

the flume width (Figure 28). As the experiment progressed the bars grew to a width equal 

to the flume width, and had a wavelength equal to several flume widths (Figure 28, 2 hour 

point) – similar to the bars observed during run segment 7 (Figure 22). His bedforms 

continued to grow in length, and decrease in celerity. The final bed condition was one of 

non-migrating long wavelength (equal to 10-12 times the flume width) alternate bars. 

Alternate bar topography is a stable equilibrium state [Colombini et al., 1987] in which 

sediment moves over and around the bars that remain fixed in space. When disequilibri-

um is introduced with the addition of sediment to the bed [Ikdea, 1983] or an increase in 

sediment supply, some of the increased transport is contained within dunes and smaller 

mobile bars. As these smaller bedforms move through the system, they gradually reduce 

in size and become ephemeral of disappear altogether. Apparently, the persistant chan-

nel-scale dynamics that produce static alternate bars gradually extract sediment from the 

mobile bars in building static bars in a configuration able to pass the increased sediment 

load.

3.3.2. Stress adjustments

Adjustments to the bed slope and topographic distribution affect the sediment trans-

port capacity by changing the stress distribution. A quasi-three-dimensional hydrodynam-

ic model, FaSTMECH (Flow and Sediment Transport and Morphological Evolution of 
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Channels, available online at http://wwwbrr.cr.usgs.gov/projects/GEOMORPH_Lab/

project-MDSWMS.html), was applied to compute the bed shear stress field for each run 

segment (see Lisle et al., [2000] for a more complete description of FaSTMECH). The 

model assumes steady and hydrostatic flow and solves the vertically averaged and Reyn-

olds averaged momentum equations on a channel-fitted curvilinear coordinate system. 

The FaSTMECH model was constructed in the iRIC (International River Interface Co-

operative) user interface on a grid with 10 cm spacing and topography derived from the 

laser bed scans. The model used a spatially uniform isotropic eddy viscosity to model 

Figure 28. Patterns of alternate bar development in the bar building experiments of Ikeda 
(taken from Figure 3-31). Flow is from left to right in a 4-m by 160-m flume with [1983] 

fine gravel (2-16 mm) bed material. Discharge was 0.35 m3/s, mean depth 0.088 m, and 
bed slope slope 0.01.
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momentum flux due to turbulence. The upstream boundary condition was the average dis-

charge (0.39-0.49 m3/s) for the run segment, and the downstream boundary condition was 

the constant water surface elevation measured in the flume. The magnitude of the mean 

bed stress was computed from the streamwise and cross-stream velocity components 

using a spatially uniform coefficient of drag (Cd). 

The model was calibrated by varying the eddy viscosity and Cd. An eddy viscosity of 

0.0019 m2/s and Cd=0.012 minimized the root-mean-squared (RMS) error between the 

predicted and observed WSEL (mean RMS = 0.0115 m, standard deviation = 0.0028 m). 

Model convergence (computed as the largest percent difference – from all cross sections 

- between input discharge and the model-computed discharge) ranged between .087 and 

2.6 percent (mean = 0.50 percent, standard deviation = 0.66). Point velocities were not 

observed in these experiments, although Nelson et al. [2010] found model predicted veloc-

ities to be within 10% of the measured values for a flume run with similar conditions and 

nearly identical model parameters.

Transport capacity may be expected to increase with mean and variance of stress. 

The probability distributions of stress are shown in Figure 29 and the mean and standard 

deviation are shown in Figure 20G. Both mean stress and its standard deviation clearly 

increase during the second augmentation and recovery, but any increase during the first 

augmentation and recovery is minor. 

The calculated bed stress patterns (Figure 30) shows the effects of the changing topo-

graphic distribution. In the initial bed, the larger stress values are along the left side of the 

flume at the upstream end and cross to the right side 15 meters downstream. Large stress-

es are concentrated in the pool (35-40 meters) and the smallest stress values are found 

on the coarser, higher elevation locations along the left side (40-45 meters). During and 

following the first augmentation, the cross-stream variation in stress diminishes (Days 

3-6). As the topography begins to reestablish three alternate bars (Figure 22, Day 10), the 

cross-stream variation in stress reappears. By run segment 10, the zone of greatest stress 
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is back to the left side at the upstream end and against the right side in the 40 meter area 

as it was for the initial bed topographic distribution. 

3.3.3. Bed texture adjustments

The spatial distribution of the bed grain size generally follows the spatial patterns of 

topography and stress. The patterns near the beginning (Day 1) and end of the experiment 

(Day 11) show the clearest correlation with larger stress and finer grain size in the pools 

and smaller stress and coarser grain size on the bars (Figure 23, Figure 30). In the same 

flume with similar equilibrium topography Nelson et al. [2010] found similar patterns – 

finer grain sizes in high-stress, low elevation portions of the bed. The grain size-stress 

correlation became less strong during the transient phases. The cross-stream gradients 

of stress are as large during run segment 2 as they are during segment 1, but the bed is 

more uniform both in terms of the standard deviation of the bed surface median grain size 

Figure 29. Flume bed stress distribution. A: First augmentation and recovery,. B: Second 
augmentation and recovery. Bed stresses computed with FaSTMECH 2-D numeric mod-
el. Spatial distribution of relative stresses is shown in Figure 30. 
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Figure 30. Flume bed stress. Maps of bed shear stress (computed with FaSTMECH 
numerical model) normalized by mean bed shear stress at the end of each run segment. 
Flow is from left to right. Shaded bars between maps indicate run segments with sedi-
ment augmentation.
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(Figure 20C) and the spatial patterns (Figure 23). Similarly after run segment 6, there are 

cross-stream variations in bed texture, with relatively little cross-stream variation in bed 

shear stress (Figure 30). 

3.3.4. Role of Bed adjustments in Changing transport Capacity

Sediment supply augmentation produced a general pattern of bed steepening and 

fining (Table 1). The Shields number, a non-dimensional ratio of stress ( ) to grain size 
(D), 

  
(1)

where s is the sediment specific weight (set as 2.65), ρ is water density, and g is the 

acceleration of gravity, can be used to estimate the relative contribution of stress (topog-

raphy) and grain sizes to the increase in transport capacity (Table 2). The Shields number 

formed using the spatially averaged stress and grain size increased from 0.092 for Day 

1, to 0.0113 for Day 4 to 0.129 for Day 14, consistent with the increase in transport rate. 

An approximate estimate of the relative effect on trans[ort rate of stress and grain size 

can be developed by calculating the Shields number using the stress for Days 4 and 14 

while holding the grain size at its value for Day 1, or using the grain size for Days 4 and 

14 while holding the stress at its value for Day 1. Although small in magnitude (<1mm), 

changes in grain size account for 30-40% of the increase in Shields number while holding 

Table 2. Shields number response for constrained runs. Mean Shields number is comput-
ed from the mean bed shear stress and the mean surface D50 (Table 1). Stress adjustment 
only indicates bed shear stress is computed holding D50 constant. Grain size adjustment 
only indicates that grain size change is calculated holding bed shear stress constant.

Run Segment
Stress adjustment only Grain size adjustment only

t* t* % of total increase t* % of total 
increase

1 0.092

4 0.113 0.104 55.60% 0.1 39.50%

14 0.129 0.123 65.50% 0.118 31.60%
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stress constant. The increase in stress accounts for 54-66 %. The partition is only approx-

imate because it used spatially averaged values and does not account for the interaction 

between stress and grain size via hydraulic roughness. 

The spatial distribution of Shields number can affect sediment transport in ways not 

reflected by changes in mean values. Because of the non-linear relationship between bed 

shear stress and sediment transport rates, a bed with a non-uniform stress distribution 

can have a higher sediment flux than a uniform bed with the same mean bed shear stress 

[Paola, 1996; Nicholas, 2000; Ferguson, 2003; Francalanci et al., 2012]. Fancalanci et al. [2012] 

use a numerical model to suggest that the relation between spatial variation and transport 

can be complex, producing increased flux given lateral topographic and stress variation 

and decreased flux given longitudinal variation. 

The bed height distribution (Figure 20F) became slightly more uniform during the 

first augmentation whereas the bed stress distribution (Figure 20G) remained unchanged. 

During the recovery period, variability in the bed height distribution remains stable, 

whereas the bed stresses become more variable (Figure 20G, Figure 29, Figure 30). Taken 

alone, the expected effect of decreasing stress variability would be a decrease in trans-

port capacity during the first augmentation followed by an increase in transport capacity 

during the recovery. During the second augmentation and recovery, both the bed height 

and bed stresses become more widely distributed (Figure 20F and G) in terms of stan-

dard deviation and spatial pattern of bed stresses (Figure 30, segments 6 to 14) driving an 

increase in transport capacity 

Increased variance in bed stress can increase the sediment transport relative to a 

uniform bed; however it is the spatial distribution of both grain size and bed stress, that 

drives the transport rates. The effects of increased variability in the bed shear stress field 

can be offset by changes in the variability in the bed grain size patterns. Where high stress 

areas are also coarse areas (positively correlated grain size and stress), the increase in 

transport from stress alone can be diminished. At the beginning of the first augmentation, 
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the bed shear stress and grain size are slightly negatively correlated (Figure 20F) (correla-

tion coefficient = -0.32). The spatial patterns of bed grain size (Figure 23, Run Segment 

1), and bed shear stress (Figure 30, Run Segment 2) are such that the areas of high stress 

have slightly finer bed textures than the areas of low stress. During both augmentations, 

the stress-texture correlation becomes weaker. However, after both augmentations cease, 

there is a strengthening of the stress-texture correlation. The strongest correlation occurs 

at run segment 10 (correlation coefficient = -0.52). At this time, the bed shear stress has 

the greatest variability, elevating the transport rate relative to a uniformly distributed 

stress. At the same time the shear stress-grain size correlation is the most negative, mean-

ing that both the patterns of stress and texture are arranged in such a manner to elevate 

the sediment transport. The largest increase in sediment transport rates from topography 

and texture patterns occurs when the patterns are most strongly correlated, and this occurs 

as the topography first adjusts back to the match the initial bar configuration. Although, 

during this run segment (10) the downstream WSEL was set erroneously low, inducing 

erosion from the downstream end (Figure 21B) and increasing the sediment flux rates 

making it unclear how much of the increased flux is attributable to the WSEL and how 

much is due to the spatial coherence of stress and grain size.

3.3.5 timing of adjustments

The bed and water surface slopes adjusted together and on the same timescale as the 

downstream sediment flux (Figure 20A and B) indicating that bed slope and mean bed 

stress were dominant controls of the bed response and transport capacity. The slope and 

sediment flux were adjusted by run segment four, however the bed grain size continued 

with small adjustments throughout the first recovery (Figure 20C). During the first recov-

ery, there is a progression from the smaller (5 m) bedforms evident in the 25-40 meter 

range to longer ones (8-10 m) (Figure 22), and there is a decrease in the dominant period 

of the sediment flux fluctuations (Figure 20E). Similarly, the sediment flux and slope 
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both stop adjusting after the second augmentation (Figure 20A and B). During the second 

recovery, the bed configuration progresses through a series of mobile bedforms (Figure 

20D), the dominant period in the sediment flux fluctuations decreases (Figure 20E), and 

the grain size becomes more strongly correlated with the bed stress ((Figure 20F). The 

distinction between steady state sediment flux and fully adjusted patterns of topography 

and texture is important when evaluating both the nature and duration of bed response 

to an increase in sediment supply. The major bed slope adjustments occur while the flux 

rates (and slope) equilibrate, but the topographic distribution and grain size patterns that 

make up the bed configuration may still be changing and require more time to reach a 

steady state. 

In flume experiments Pryor et al. [2011] found that the bed configuration resulting from 

a pulsed increase in sediment supply differs depending on whether the aggradation had 

reached equilibrium (defined by upstream and downstream sediment fluxes being in equi-

librium). However, the results of the current experiments indicate that the bed configura-

tion and texture may continue to adjust after the sediment fluxes equilibrate and that this 

later period of adjustment returns the bed configuration and texture closer to its original 

state. Madej et al. [2009] also observed that an increase in sediment supply produced pro-

nounced changes in the topographic distribution, although these runs were halted before 

the sediment flux reached equilibrium and therefore represent the transient case. Again, 

additional operation of the system may have reduced or eliminated the differences in 

topography and texture from the initial bed state. Bed response to an increase in sediment 

supply can include a number of mechanisms interacting over different timescales. Mean 

grain size and topography (or slope) may adjust over one time scale, bringing the system 

close to steady state transport condition. Subsequent adjustments in the spatial patterns 

of topography and texture can take longer and may influence further adjustment in mean 

grain size. These considerations have important implications for the time scale of adjust-

ment at the grain to bar scale which can influence habitat for aquatic organisms.
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3.4. Conclusions

A series of flume experiments are presented to investigate the response of a gravel 

bed to an increase in sediment supply. The sediment supply augmentation was accom-

plished by manually supplementing the upstream supply in a recirculating flume to pro-

duce a constant, larger feed rate. In effect, a sediment-recirculating flume at steady state 

was switched to sediment feed conditions at a higher transport rate.  The first augmenta-

tion was of sufficient duration to allow the bed to adjust to the higher imposed flux. When 

the augmentation ceased, the bed persisted in a recirculating mode at the higher load. The 

second augmentation was of insufficient duration to allow the transport to adjust to the 

supplied load. After augmentation ceased, the bed persisted in a condition that maintained 

the transport rate developed at the end of the second augmentation.

The bed and water surface slopes adjusted simultaneously and at the same rate as 

the increase in the downstream sediment flux. As the upstream and downstream fluxes 

equilibrated, the slopes stopped adjusting. Three other adjustments in bed topography and 

texture can influence transport rates: the spatial distribution of topography, and the mean 

and spatial distribution of bed grain size. These adjustments were observed to occur over 

a longer timescale, continuing to adjust after the slope and sediment flux had nearly fully 

adjusted. In this forced bar experiment, the initial and final distribution of topography 

(type, size, and location of bedforms) were similar. However, the intermediate states, 

even after the slope and fluxes stopped adjusting, were very different from the initial and 

final states. A progression of multiple scales of bedforms were observed migrating at 

varying celerities during the transition state. 
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chApter 4 – evAluAting topogrAphy And texture re-
sponse to An increAse in sediment supply

The flume experiments described in Chapter 3 provide detailed observations of the 

topographic and textural response of a gravel bed to an increase in sediment supply. Al-

though the topographic patterns at the beginning and end of the experiment were similar, 

the transient state was different. While adjusting, some of the sediment transport was 

carried in migrating bars. As the flume approached steady state, the bars grew in wave-

length and accreted to the persistent, long wavelength bars forced by the flume boundary 

conditions. The time required for the mean topography to adjust to a steeper slope and the 

transport rate to increase was shorter than that over which the bed configuration reached 

its steady condition. This suggests that adjustments in the mean condition of the bed may 

occur on a different time scale than adjustments in involving more spatially complex 

topography and grain size features. Here a one-dimensional (1-D) morphodynamic model 

is used to simulate the dynamics of the mean topographic and texture adjustments. Com-

parison between modeled and observed topographic and texture adjustments may indicate 

the presence and influence of spatially variable properties.

In order to provide a well-measured starting point, the numerical experiments begin 

with replication of the flume experiments described in Chapter 3. Differences between the 

1-D model and the flume results are examined to evaluate the extent to which local topo-

graphic and sorting patterns influence the bed adjustment. In particular, focus is placed 

on the relative influence on transport capacity of mean and variance in bed elevation and 

grain size. A series of numeric experiments with the 1-D model are used to explore the 

effects of grain size distribution and sediment supply increases on bed adjustment times. 

Finally, a predictive relationship for the time required for bed response to an increase in 

sediment supply is developed. 
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4.1. methods

4.1.1. Strategy for the numerical experiments

A 1-D multi-size-fraction morphodynamic simulation of the flume experiments was 

developed in order to evaluate the mechanisms by which bed topography and texture 

respond to increased sediment supply. Comparison of simulated and observed bed condi-

tions are used to evaluate the relative impact of adjustments in the mean (1-D) values of 

topography and texture relative to the spatially variable distributions of topography and 

texture. The experiments used a rectangular flume 60 m long, and 2.75 m wide, modeled 

on the flume test section. Initial conditions for the simulation were a bed with slope of 

0.009 (Table 1) and spatially uniform bed surface and subsurface grain size distributions 

with a median grain size (D50) of 6.9 mm (Figure 18). A constant discharge (Q = 0.43 

m3/s) was used throughout the simulations and the WSEL was set to normal depth at the 

downstream boundary. At the beginning of the simulation, the upstream sediment supply 

Figure 31. Grain size distributions used in numerical models.  GSD 1 is based on the mea-
sured GSD for the flume experiments (Figure 18). GSD 2 adds 30% sand to GSD 1. GSD 
3 has 30% sand and the same median grain size as GSD 1. GSD 4 removes all the sand 
from GSD 1. 
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(sandy gravel with D50=6.8mm; Figure 31) was increased from 30 kg/min to 65 kg/min. 

After 29.5 hours, the sediment supply was increased to 136 kg/min for 6.8 hours, and 

then reduced to 90.3 kg/min for an additional 38.7 hours. The principal difference be-

tween the numerical model and physical model is that the numerical model used a con-

stant sediment feed equal to the mean of the fluctuating sediment supply from the flume 

recirculation system (Figure 20A). 

The flume experiments were used as a starting point for a series of numerical exper-

iments using the 1-D morphodynamic model to quantify the adjustment timescales for 

bed slope and grain size. To evaluate the response to an increase in sediment supply for 

different transport conditions, the experimental matrix contains five sediment supply rates 

(Q1) and five ratios of supply augmentation (Q1/Q0) varying from 1.25 to 10. Four dif-

ferent GSDs are used (Figure 31), producing a total of 100 numerical runs (Table 3). For 

each initial supply rate and each GSD, an initial run was performed using a bed slope of 

0.0084 and a bed surface GSD equal to the feed GSD. These runs proceeded to a steady 

Table 3. Matrix of numerical experimental runs. The equilibrium bed for each initial flux 
rate was subjected to five increases of sediment flux. These 25 runs were repeated for 
each of the four grain size distributions (Figure 31).

Initial Flux (Q 0) kg/min
 (kg/m/s)

15 
(0.091)

30 
(0.182)

45 
(0.273)

60 
(0.364)

90 
(0.545)

Fi
na

l F
lu

x 
 (Q

1) 
kg

/m
in

[Q
1/Q

2]

18.8 37.5 56.3 75 112.5
[1.25] [1.25] [1.25] [1.25] [1.25]
22.5 45 67.5 90 135
[1.5] [1.5] [1.5] [1.5] [1.5]
30 60 90 120 180
[2] [2] [2] [2] [2]
60 120 180 240 360
[4] [4] [4] [4] [4]
150 300 337.5 300 450
[10] [10] [7.5] [5] [5]
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state defined as unchanging bed slope, bed grain size, depth, stress, and sediment flux in 

which the input and output transport rates matched. These 20 beds were then used as the 

initial conditions for runs with five different values of Q1/Q0 (Table 3). The experiments 

were run for 30 minutes of simulated time at the initial state, and then subjected to a step 

increase in the upstream supply. The numerical experiments were terminated when the 

bed slope, and bed GSD, and sediment discharge stopped adjusting. 

To provide added insight to the comparison between 1-D and 2-D variation among 

bed stress, grain size, and transport rate, a 2-D model was developed for steady state con-

ditions corresponding to the initial and final flume runs. The first 2-D simulations used 

the observed topography and grain-size for the initial and final flume states (Figure 22 

and Figure 23). Another 2-D simulation was prepared using a spatially uniform grain size 

distribution. A fourth 2-D simulation used a spatially uniform grain size distribution and 

planar topography. All four simulations (three 2-D and one 1-D) had the same mean bed 

slope and mean surface D50. Four additional simulations were identically constructed to 

match the final flume conditions. Hydraulic solutions were computed for all eight simu-

lations and sediment transport was calculated using the same transport formula as used in 

the 1-D model.

4.1.2. One-dimensional numeric mophodynamic model

The numerical experiments were conducted with a numeric 1-D morphodynamic 

model based on the active layer approach of Hoey and Ferguson [1994]. A partially decou-

pled approach to water and sediment transport is applied in which a steady flow solution 

is first obtained and bed elevations and grain sizes are then updated by computing sedi-

ment transport capacity and enforcing sediment mass continuity prior to computing the 

flow solution for the next time step. 

The steady flow solution is computed by solving the 1-D momentum equation,  
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   (2)

and water mass conservation equations 

  (3)

where U is depth averaged velocity, h is the flow depth, x is the streamwise direction, g is 

the acceleration of gravity, e is the water surface elevation, and Sf is the friction slope. In 

equation (2) the friction slope is computed with the Manning equation: 

   (4)

The drag coefficient (Cd) is computed with the Manning-Strickler approximation and the 

roughness height computed as a function of the 90th percentile of the bed grain size distri-

bution (D90) and a calibrated parameter (α) with the following relationship: 

 
 

(5)

Discharge (Q) is specified at the upstream boundary, and the downstream boundary condi-

tion is set by requiring normal flow (Sf equal to bed slope) at the downstream node. 

Equations (2)-(5) are combined and solved from downstream to upstream iterating depth 

at each node with the secant method until the solution converges within 0.1 %. With a 
complete flow solution the bed shear stress ( ) is computed using the depth-slope 
product 

   (6)

where ρ is the density of water, the friction slope is used for the slope (Sf), and the spatial 

derivatives in equation (2) are computed with a central difference scheme.
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The multiple-fraction surface-based transport formula of Wilcock and Crowe [2003] is 

used to calculate sediment transport. A key element of the formula is the definition of a 

reference stress ( ), a surrogate for the critical stress at the onset of motion for a grain 

of size i. Reference stress is defined for the mean surface grain size as a function of the 

percent sand on the bed surface (Fs) and expressed as a Shields number (equation 1), in 

which the grain size is represented by the surface geometric mean grain size. The refer-
ence stresses for each grain size ( ) is found from a hiding function 

   (7)

with the exponent b given by 

   (8)

 Dimensionless transport rates (Wi
*) are calculated for each size fraction from the two part 

function: 

   (9)

 where . Dimensional fractional transport rates (qbi) are obtained with the 
relationship: 

   (10)

where Fi is proportion of size i on the bed surface and u* is the shear velocity 
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. The total unit bedload transport (qb) is computed as the sum of the frac-

tional transport rates (qbi). 

The bed elevation and bed surface grain sizes are updated with the Exner equation of 

sediment mass conservation: 

   (11)

where t is time, η is the bed surface elevation and  is the bed porosity (set at 0.35). An 
adaptive timestep is used to be the lesser of 10 seconds or the time required for any 

location on the bed to change bed elevation greater than 20% of the flow depth. The 

Exner equation for each grain size class:

   (12)

is used to update the grain size distribution on the bed surface, where La is the active lay-

er thickness, fIi is the proportion of material of grain size i at the active layer – substrate 

interface, and pi is the proportion of grain size i in transport. The active layer thickness is 

computed as twice the surface D90. In equations (11) and (12), the spatial derivatives are 

computed with a partial upwinding scheme following Parker et al. [2008]. In this formula-

tion, the spatial derivative of an arbitrary function f at node k is computed 

   (13)

where the index k increases in the downstream direction and au is the upwinding coeffi-

cient. A value of au =0.5 corresponds to a central difference scheme, and in these simula-

tions, au is set to 0.75. The interface GSD in equation (12) is set equal to the subsurface 
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GSD when the bed erodes, and a mixture of the surface GSD and bedload GSD when the 

bed aggrades according to the relationship

   (14)

[Hoey and Ferguson, 1994; Toro-Escobar et al., 1996]. In the simulations presented here, aint 

is set equal to 0.3 following the flume results of Toro-Escobar et al. [1996]. The subsurface 

GSD is spatially uniform and unchanging through time. The upstream sediment boundary 

condition is a time series of sediment transport rates. At the downstream boundary, stabil-

ity is enhanced by setting the fractional transport rates equal to the next node upstream, 

preventing any bed elevation changes at the downstream node. The bed surface GSD of 

the downstream boundary node is set equal to the node immediately upstream.

4.1.3. two-dimensional numeric hydraulic model

The model used for the 2-D simulations is the Flow and Sediment Transport for Mor-

phologic Evolution of CHannels (FaSTMECH) model in the International River Interface 

Cooperative (iRIC) interface. The model solves the vertically averaged Reynolds-aver-

aged momentum equations on a channel-fitted curvilinear coordinate system (see Lisle 

et al., [2000] and Nelson et al., [2010] for more detailed descriptions of FaSTMECH). 

The model assumes steady hydrostatic flow and uses an isotropic eddy viscosity for the 

turbulence closure. A vertical-structure submodel computes streamwise and cross-stream 

velocities throughout the water column using discharge, topography, and roughness [Lisle 

et al., 2000]. The magnitude of the near-bed shear stress vector is computed using a drag 

coefficient, with direction computed from the vertical structure submodel. The Wilcock and 

Crowe [2003] transport relationship was applied to the computed bed shear stresses and 

the bed GSD to compute bedload transport capacity.

In the 2-D simulations presented here, the computational grid was a rectangular mesh 

with 10 cm spacing in both the streamwise and cross-stream directions. The spatially 
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variable grain size simulations were assigned a mean grain size derived from the bed 

photographs at the end of each run segment (Chapter 3). As only the mean grain size was 

available from the photographic method, the full surface GSD for each computation-

al node was approximated by scaling the bed surface GSD measured prior to the runs 

(Figure 18) to match the photograph-derived mean grain size, subject to the constraint of 

the observed minimum and maximum grain size present in the bed. The elevation at each 

grid node was interpolated from the laser scans of the bed taken at the end of each flume 

run segment (Figure 22). For the plane-bed simulations, the topography in the test section 

was replaced with a plane at the measured mean bed slope. Calibration using water sur-

face elevations resulted in constant values of eddy viscosity (0.0119 m2/s,) and drag coef-

ficient (0.012). Several simulations were constructed with a spatially variable, grain-size 

dependent drag coefficient. We found like Nelson et al. (2010), that spatial variation in the 

drag coefficient had little effect on accuracy of the water surface elevations, and therefore 

a spatially uniform drag coefficient was used. For the initial and final simulations with 

the measured topography, the root-mean-square error between the predicted and observed 

WSEL was 0.0095 m and 0.012 m. Model convergence (computed as the largest percent 

difference in discharge over all cross sections) was 0.1% and 0.2 % (initial and final). 

Although point velocity observations were not made in the flume run, Nelson et al. [2010] 

found predicted velocities to be within 10% using the same numerical model and similar 

flume conditions. All 2-D model runs (including the plane-bed runs) include an approach 

flow with a mound of sand bags placed on one wall of the channel 15 m upstream of the 

test section. This was used in the flume experiments to encourage development of an 

alternate bar pattern.

4.1.4. Grain Size Information

The bed grain size used in the models was derived from photographs of the flume 

bed. An automatic algorithm based on the methods of Buscome et al. [2010] was used to 
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extract mean grain size from 38 cm x 38 cm photographs (see Chapter 3 for a full de-

scription). Careful consideration has to be given to both sampling method and sample 

selection when determining the mass distribution of grain sizes available for transport. 

Buscome et al. [2010] calibrated their photo algorithm with manual counts of a subsample 

of the photos and found that RMS error was 16% with a 95% confidence interval of +/- 

31%. By calibrating the algorithm with manual measurements on a subsample of pho-

tographs they reduced the RMS error to 11% with a 95% confidence interval of +/ 20%. 

The active-layer grain size used in the 1-D model is essentially a bulk measure by weight 

of a very thin layer (twice the surface D90). It is unclear whether this can be considered 

either a volume-by-weight sample or an area-by-weight sample. Comparing GSD among 

volume, area, or grid samples and analysis by weight or number requires a conversion 

accounting for both sample and analysis method [Bunte and Abt, 2001]. The conversion 

involves scaling the fraction of the sample in a particular grain size class by a represen-

tative grain size raised to an exponent (Dx). Kellerhals and Brey [1971] used a voidless cube 

model to show that volume-to-grid and weight-to-number corrections directly offset one 

another and as a result the GSDs are directly comparable. Persistent controversy exists 

(see Bunte and Abt, [2001] or Graham et al., [2012] for a summary) over the proper con-

version between volume, area, and grid sampling methods, and whether a thin volume 

sample is a volume-by-weight or an area-by-weight sample. Graham et al. [2012] compare 

area with grid sampling techniques, and weight with number analysis methods on images 

and physical samples of a range of sediments. They find that empirical conversion factors 

from area-by-weight to grid-by-number (D-0.7) differ little from that of Kellerhals and Brey 

[1971] (D-1) and show the error using the Kellerhals and Brey [1971] conversion methods to 

be small (3.8-5.2%). Because the surface layer is thin relative to the surface grain sizes 

and the photo-derived surface D50 is from a grid-by-number GSD, the most appropri-

ate conversion factor to compare the numerical model surface D50 to the photo-derived 

surface D50 should lie between that for area-by-weight (D-0.7) and volume-by-weight (D0). 
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Both conversions are presented here in order to bound the correct value.

4.2. 1-d model Performance

The hydraulic portion of the 1-D model was calibrated using the bed and water 

surface elevation of the initial flume conditions (Table 1). Adjustments were made to 

the value of α in equation (4) to calibrate modeled water surface elevations against the 

observed water surface elevations. A value of 1.2 produced a water surface elevation 

RMS error of 0.5 cm.  This calibrated value is in the low end of the range of the values 

from 1 to 5.1 times the bed D84 or D90 reported by 23 studies summarized in Garcia [2008] 

and less than the value of 2 that was used in a similar model by Viparelli et al. [2011]. The 

small value may reflect the effect of a large fraction of sand in the bed. The sediment 

transport calculations were not calibrated – equation (8) was applied directly as presented 

in Wilcock and Crowe [2003]. The bed update process was also not calibrated – the value of 

0.3 for coefficient aint in equation (14) is that found by Toro-Escobar et al. [1996] for a simi-

lar sediment in the same flume and has been used successfully in subsequent models [e.g. 

Parker et al., 2008].  One significant difference between the numerical simulation and the 

flume is the upstream sediment boundary condition. The numerical model is fed sediment 

at a constant rate and constant GSD (Figure 31, GSD 1). The flume recirculates sediment 

from the downstream end to the upstream boundary. During the augmentations (0 to 680 

minutes, and 1,780 to 2,180 minutes) additional sediment was added to the recirculating 

sediment such that the upstream flux was approximately a constant value (Figure 20A), 

however the GSD of the recirculating sediment was free to adjust.

 The results of the 1-D model simulation of the flume experiments are shown in 

Figure 32 and Table 4. Zero on the time axis of Figure 32 corresponds to the point at 

which the flume sediment recirculation was supplemented to provide a 65 kg/min input. 

At each timestep, the upstream and downstream sediment flux are plotted relative to the 

2-hour average of the measured sediment flux from the flume (Figure 32A). Modeled bed 
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and water surface slopes are computed with a linear fit to the modeled elevations and are 

plotted along with the slopes derived from the measured bed and water surface elevations 

(Figure 32B). The 1-D simulation produces a bed with a mean surface D50 between 2.9 

and 5.0 mm coarser than the mean surface D50 in the flume (Figure 32C). The model-de-

rived D50 represents a weight sample of the thin surface layer, whereas the flume D50 from 

the photographs is equivalent to a grid-by-number. There is considerable uncertainty as 

to the proper conversion between the two values, but the model D50 equivalent to a grid-

by-number should lie between the unconverted model value and the dotted line on (Fig-

ure 32C). The calibrated flume D50 values are displayed with 95% confidence intervals 

reported by Buscome et al. [2010]. While the flume D50 values fall within the range of model 

D50 values, the uncertainty in both exceed the range of variation for each. The flume 

stress is computed with the 2-D model and the error bars show the 90th percentile of the 

stress distribution. The 1-D model stress is larger than the flume stress and falls between 

the 84th and 98th percentile of the flume stress distribution (Figure 29).   

Table 4. Comparison between flume experiments and 1-D numerical simulation. 
Model-computed surface D50 values are 
Bray [1971].

corrected with the methods of Kellerhals and 

Time

Up-
stream 

Sediment 
Flux

Downstream 
Sediment 

Flux

Bed 
Slope

Mean 
bed shear 

stress

Mean 
surface 

D50

Phase

min kg/min kg/min Pa mm

0
Flume

65
39.2 0.009 11.1 7

Start Aug 1
Model 34.0 0.009 14.0 12.4

680
Flume

65
63.5 0.010 11.2 6.5 End Aug 1, 

Start Rec 1Model 57.8 0.011 15.2 10.6

1,780
Flume

136
72.7 0.010 12 5.9

Start Aug 2
Model 61.4 0.012 16.2 10.7

2,180
Flume

90
90.6 0.012 13.1 7.1 End Aug 2, 

Start Rec 2Model 109.0 0.014 18.1 9.3

4,500
Flume

90
89.3 0.012 12.6 6.2

End Rec 2
Model 90.3 0.013 17.6 10.6
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Figure 32. Predicted and observed results for sediment supply experiments. A. Sediment 
flux. Measured downstream flux uses a 2-hour windowed average. Sediment supply is 
increased from 30 kg/min to 65 kg/min at time 0. B. Bed and water surface C. Average 
median grain size of active layer and average median grain size from flume photographs. 
The modeled results are converted from an area-by-weight GSD to a grid-by-number 
using the methods of Kellerhals and Brey [1971]. D. Modeled mean bed shear stress and 
flume shear stress estimated with 2-D FaSTMECH model. Positive error bars indicate 
90th percentile of stress from 2-D model.
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As the imposed flux increases (Figure 32C), the predicted transport rate slowly 

increases (Figure 32A) as the bed steepens (Figure 32B) and the surface D50 becomes 

slightly finer (Figure 32C). The upstream and downstream flux in the flume reach equi-

librium after 540 minutes, at which time the modeled flux has reached 74% of its steady 

state value. As the flume transport rates equilibrate, the observed slope gradually decreas-

es from 0.0099 to 0.0097 by the end of the first recovery period. During this same time, 

the slope in the simulation increases from 0.0110 to 0.0112. The observed mean surface 

D50 shows a general fining in response to the first augmentation and the response during 

the remainder of the first augmentation and recovery fell within the broader trend but 

was more varied, perhaps as a function of rapid bed adjustments. Both the modeled and 

observed stress increase over the course of the first augmentation and recovery.

A second supply increase (from 65 to 136 kg/min) began 1780 minutes into the run. 

The downstream flux in the model increased to a peak value of 109 kg/min while the 

observed transport rate increased to 91 kg/min. The maximum slope achieved over this 

period is also greater in the simulation (0.0135) than observed in the flume (0.0123). 

The bed in the simulation rapidly became finer, with surface D50 decreasing from 10.9 to 

9.0 mm within 100 minutes of the second augmentation followed by a gradual increase 

for the duration of the second augmentation. The flume measurements do not have the 

temporal resolution to identify the rapid fining seen in the model, but 360 minutes into 

the augmentation, the modeled grain size became 1.7 mm finer while the flume grain size 

become 1.2 mm coarser. The rate of adjustment for the mean bed shear stress for the 1-D 

model (0.0063 Pa/Min) was similar to the observed rate of stress increase (0.0046 Pa/

Min) during the second augmentation.

After the supply rate is decreased to 90 kg/min at 2,180 minutes, the modeled trans-

port rate slowly decreases until at 2,300 minutes it is within 1% of the observed value 

and 5% of its steady state value. Between 3,060 and 3,780 minutes the flume transport 

rate increased (104 kg/min), decreased (70 kg/min) and recovered to the steady state 
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value (91 kg/min). This excursion was not reflected in the model input conditions or the 

model outputs. During the second recovery, the predicted slopes remains slightly steeper 

(0.013) than the observed slope (0.012). The modeled surface grain size responded to the 

decrease in supply at the end of the second augmentation by rapidly coarsening (9.2 to 

10.5 mm from 2,180 to 2,240 minutes). The observed median size also coarsened from 

7.1 mm to 7.6 mm, before fining to 6.3 in the final set of photographs. The final three 

observed values of grain size are possibly biased because a considerably larger portion of 

the bed was unsampled (systematically biases on the right side of the flume; Figure 23).

Overall, the 1-D model tracks a number of the observed adjustments, a welcome re-

sult considering that the transport and bed update algorithm are uncalibrated. The mod-

eled steady state transport rates, gross slope adjustments, final slope, and broad patterns 

in stress track the observed values (Figure 32). A number of discrepancies are observed 

between predicted and observed adjustment. These provide an opportunity to evaluate 

whether 2-D effects not included in the 1-D model may be responsible.

The model over predicted the flux adjustment rate, the slope adjustment during the 

first augmentation, and the bed stress. The model also did not predict the transient sedi-

ment flux, slope, and stress fluctuations between 3,060 and 3,780 minutes, as well as the 

slope fluctuations between 2,800 and 3,000 minutes. The initial transport rate fluctuation 

and grain size coarsening can be attributed to the GSD conversions between grid-by-

number and area-by-weight. The initial bed GSD (area-by-weight) was set equal to the 

GSD derived from a grid-by-number method. The result was a bed GSD out of equilib-

rium with the initial stress and slope. As the surface GSD rapidly became coarser, the 

transport rate rapid approached the observed values. The 1-D model stresses were con-

sistently at the upper end of the 2-D stress distribution (Figure 32D), which suggests that 

a bed with lateral stress variation will transport the same amount of sediment as a plane 

(1-D) bed at a higher mean stress, as argued by Paola [1996], Nicholas [2000], and Ferguson 

[2003].
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The predicted rate of adjustment to the second augmentation is clearly faster and 

more extreme than observed in the flume. The model increases from 61 kg/min to 109 

kg/min over a 400 minute period. During this same time the observed transport increases 

from 73 kg/min to 91 kg/min. Two adjustments serve to moderate the flux rate increase 

in the flume. First, rather than becoming finer (an adjustment that would increase trans-

port rates), the flume becomes coarser (7.1 mm to 7.6 mm mean surface D50) during the 

second augmentation. Second, it should be noted that the grain size and bed shear stress 

patterns become less negatively correlated during the augmentation (correlation coeffi-

cients of -0.32 to -0.18). During the larger of the two augmentations, both the mean grain 

size ant its spatial variation act to moderate the slope-driven increase in transport rate. 

The former effect, is an adjustment to the mean grain size value and should be simulated 

by the 1-D model, whereas the latter is a 2-D effect and beyond the scope of the model.

A second deviation between the simulation and the flume is the slope fluctuation be-

tween 2,800 and 3,000 minutes (Figure 32B). An erroneously low tailgate setting created 

erosion at the downstream end of the flume (Figure 21B, Run Segment 10). As the ero-

sion progressed upstream, the mean slope increased until the bed was reestablished at the 

same slope, albeit it a lower mean elevation (Figure 21B, Run Segment 11). As the down-

stream boundary bed elevation was not allowed to vary in the model, and this transient 

was not present in the model solution.

A third discrepancy between the model and the flume occurs between 3,060 and 3,780 

minutes. There is a peak in downstream sediment flux of 104 kg/min between 3060 and 

3240 minutes, followed by a gradual decline. During this time, the mean surface D50 is 

relatively constant (7.0 mm). The bed stress variability increases from 3.1 Pa to 3.6 Pa 

at the end of the second augmentation. It continues to increase from 3.6 Pa to 4.3 Pa by 

3,080 minutes. This increase in stress variability alone would be expected to increase 

sediment transport, however the effect is augmented by changing bed texture patterns. 

The correlation coefficient between the surface D50 and the bed shear stress increases in 
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magnitude from -0.18 to -0.52 between 2,180 and 3,780 minutes, further amplifying the 

effect of bed stress variability. As the bed shear stress variability and grain size-stress 

correlation subsequently decreases, the bedload transport and bed slope decrease as well. 

This unmodeled transient after the mean slope, grain size, and sediment flux had reached 

equilibrium values is an example of a sediment flux increase driven by changes in the 

spatial patterns of bed topography and texture and as such it should not be part of the 1-D 

model solution.  

4.3. 2-d effects on transport Rate

4.3.1. Spatial Variability

In a 1-D river model, spatially variable properties are represented as scalar values at 

each computational node. A diverse topography containing pools, riffles, bars, and other 

bedforms, is represented by a single elevation. Rich patterns of coarse- and fine-grained 

sediment patches on the bed are summarized with a single GSD. Because bed-load trans-

port is a non-linear function of both stress and grain size, spatial variation in either vari-

able will cause the transport rate to differ from that which would be calculated using the 

mean value of stress and grain size [Paola, 1996; Lisle et al., 2000; Nicholas, 2002; Ferguson, 

2003]. 

The influence on transport rate of 2-D effects can effect the response of a river bed as 

it adjusts its transport capacity in response to an increase in sediment supply. This can be 

achieved through an increase in bed slope (increasing stress) or a reduction in mean grain 

size. But spatial variability in either topography or grain size can also play a role. Here, 

the 1-D model predictions and flume observations are compared to evaluate the influ-

ence of 2-D effects on transport rate. The 2-D model is also used to examine the relative 

influence of topographic and grain-size variability on transport rate. The plane-bed 2-D 

model has no more topographic variability than the 1-D model, but it does incorporate the 

laterally variable stress field driven by the flow obstruction on the right side of the chan-
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nel upstream of the test section. The 2-D model with measured topography and spatially 

uniform GSD adds topographically-induced stress variations to the plane-bed 2-D model. 

Finally, the 2-D model with spatially variable GSD adds the effects of grain size varia-

tion. Each of the models informs the effects of a different bed property that can influence 

the bed adjustment to an increase in sediment supply.

The four steady-state numerical models were run with the same mean bed slope and 

mean surface D50 (Table 5). Each of the four models was run twice – once with the initial 

flume topography and D50 and again with the final flume topography and D50. Sediment 

transport rates were computed with the Wilcock and Crowe [2003] method for each model. 

Because it is expected that variability in both grain size and stress will result in a higher 

transport rate for a given mean stress, Figure 33 plots the total sediment transport rate 

against the mean bed stress. The plotted stresses are the spatial mean stress for common 

areas of the modeling domains – the 42 meter flume test section. For the 1-D model, the 

transport value is the mean taken across 42 streamwise nodes, where each node rep-

resents the total transport at a cross section. The transport value for the 2-D model is the 

mean across 434 streamwise nodes of the sum of the transport for 32 cross-stream nodes. 

The measured transport rate is the 2-hour average of the downstream sediment flux and 

the ‘measured’ flume stress value is that computed by the 2-D model with measured to-

pography. Because the drag coefficient in the 2-D model was spatially uniform, the stress 

fields for the 2-D models (with measured topography) with and without spatial variation 

in grain size were identical. 

The flow solution for the models without topographic variability (1-D model and 2-D 

plane bed models) had higher mean stresses than the models with topography for both the 

initial bed (11.9 Pa and 12.1 Pa vs. 11.1 Pa) and the final bed (15.1 and 13.3 vs. 12.6 Pa). 

Because they used the same hydraulic solution, the 2-D models with topographic vari-

ability (with and without spatially variable grain size) had the same mean shear stress, but 

the model with spatially variable GSD produced 9.8% (initial bed) and 11.2% (final bed) 
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Table 5. Bed stress and sediment transport rates of 1-D and 2-D models of the initial and 
final conditions of the flume experiment.

Figure 33. Sediment transport computed in different numerical models. Mean transport 
rates for the initial (hollow symbols) and final (filled symbols) flume beds (Chapter 3) 
using the 1-D model (square) and different bed configurations in 2-D FaSTMECH model 
(triangles). Lines link results from the same model configuration and do not indicate a 
complete stress-transport relationship.
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higher transport rates.

Three of the four models had different flow solutions and hence different mean stress 

values (the two 2-D beds with measured topography had the same flow solution) (Figure 

33), precluding direct comparisons of transport at a given mean stress. The lines on Fig-

ure 33 link the initial and final flume simulations for each model in order to aid compari-

son of stress-transport relationships between the models. Adding spatial stress variability 

(comparing the 1-D model and the 2-D model with topography) increases transport for a 

given mean stress. Alternatively, the relationship can expressed as the 2-D model requir-

ing a lower mean stress to transport an identical amount of sediment as the 1-D model. 

This spatially variable bed stress comes, not from topography, but from flow patterns 

driven by the upstream flow constriction. Adding topographic variability (comparing the 

2-D plane bed model with the 2-D measured bed topography model) further increases 

transport rates for a given mean stress, although less than the increase resulting from 

velocity-induced shear stress variability. Comparing the 2-D model with spatially variable 

grain size against the 2-D model with spatially uniform grain size (both with measured 

topography) demonstrates the effect on transport of grain size variability. At identical 

mean stress values (11.1 and 12.6 Pa – initial and final flume runs) and identical mean D50 

values (6.8 and 6.0 mm), the model with spatially variable grain size has a greater (9.7% 

and 11%) transport rate. 

4.3.2. Stress and Grain-size Correlation

In general, the effect on transport rate of spatial variability in topography and grain 

size will depend on their correlation. If grain size and bed stress are positively correlated 

(high stress areas are coarser), the variability in Shields number (which uses the ratio of 

stress to grain size) will be less than the variability in shear stress and the effect of spa-

tial variability on transport rate will be damped. Lisle et al. [2000] collected bed material 

samples and velocity measurements at six field sites in order to examine this correlation. 
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They found a poor, but slight positive correlation between surface D50 and bed shear 

stress. Nelson et al. [2010] measured bed surface grain size and velocities in a flume ex-

periment with alternate bars similar to experiment used here. They found no correlation 

between surface grain size and bed shear stress. In the flume experiments described here, 

the bed shear stress and D50 are negatively correlated (the correlation coefficient of -0.32 

for the initial bed and -0.42 for the final bed; Figure 20F), indicating the high stress areas 

are slightly finer than the lower stress areas. This correlation suggests that the sorting 

patterns observed in these experiments will augment the stress distribution such that the 

spatial variability in Shields number and the difference between 1-D and actual transport 

rates will be larger. This can be seen in the comparison between the 1-D morphological 

model (previous section) and the flume experiments. The model (Figure 32) predicts the 

surface grain size within the uncertainty involved in measuring and converting the grain 

size. However, the model slope as well as the rate of slope and sediment flux adjustment 

during the second augmentation that was greater than observed. The mean grain size and 

stress-grain size spatial correlation during this period adjusted in the direction of de-

creased sediment transport capacity – such that the observed slope and transport response 

were slower than predicted. 

During the second adjustment period between 3,060 and 3,420 minutes, at a constant 

slope and mean shear stress and with a very minor decrease in mean bed grain size (7.3 

mm to 7.0 mm) there was a fluctuation of downstream sediment flux from 84 kg/min to 

104 kg/min and back (Figure 32A). At the peak in flux, both the bed height variability 

and grain size variability reached their maximum observed values (0.03 m and 4.3 Pa; 

Figure 20C and G). At the same time the stress-grain size correlation had the strongest 

negative correlation (-0.52; Figure 20F). The total flux increase during this transient was 

as large as the flux increase during the second augmentation, however it was not accom-

panied by the 0.002 slope increase that accompanied the second augmentation (Table 4), 

instead it was forced by changing spatial patterns of topography and texture.
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In order to explore the relative influence of slope and grain size adjustment on trans-

port capacity, the 1-D morphologic model was run for two augmentation scenarios (Table 

6), for which a bed adjusted to a steady initial feed was subjected to a higher feed rate 

until the bed slope, stress, surface D50, and sediment flux reached new equilibrium values. 

In both cases, the bed became finer (13.5 mm to 12. 7 mm and 17.7 mm to 15.4 mm), and 

the bed became steeper (0.007 to 0.008 and 0.011 to 0.02). Transport computations were 

then made with the initial GSD and the final slope, as well as with the final GSD and the 

initial slope in order to roughly isolate the effect on transport rate of texture and slope 

changes alone. In both cases, increase in transport from the slope adjustment was larger 

(2.5 and 8.6 times) than the transport increase from GSD adjustment. The comparison 

is only approximate because there are interactions among GSD, roughness, stress, and 

transport. Nevertheless, the GSD adjustment in these cases has a smaller effect on the 

change in sediment flux than does the slope adjustment. 

4.4. time Scales of Bed adjustment

The flume experiments were used as a starting point for a series of numerical ex-

Table 6. Relative effects of slope increase versus grain size fining  on increasing sediment 
transport. The transport rate for the final bed with the initial GSD, and the initial bed 
with the final GSD were computed for two of the experimental runs (Table 3) to quan-
tify the relative effects of GSD changes and slope changes. The two effects do not add 
up to 100% of the change because of interactions between the GSD, roughness, depth, 
slope, and stress, but are presented as a rough approximation of the magnitude of the two 
effects.

Initial 
Flux

Imposed 
Flux

GSD Feed 
D50

Bed 
Slope

Stress Sur-
face 
D50

Q0 Flux 
Increase

% of 
total 

change

Adjustment

 (kg/
min)

(kg/min) (mm)  (Pa)  (mm)  (kg/min)  (kg/min)

30 45 2 4.7
0.007 12.1 12.7 33.8 3.8 25.3 GSD only
0.008 13.3 13.5 39.8 9.8 65.3 Slope only

60 300 3 6.8
0.011 16.2 15.4 81 21 8.8 GSD only
0.02 26.4 17.7 242 182 75.8 Slope only
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periments intended to evaluate adjustment timescales for bed slope and grain size. Each 

experiment with the 1-D morphodynamic model began with a steady-state bed and was 

subjected to a step increase in the upstream supply and run until the bed slope, bed GSD, 

and sediment discharge stopped adjusting. Four different GSDs were used (Figure 31) 

with five initial feed rates, Q0, and five different ratios of imposed flux to initial flux, Q1/

Q0, for 100 numerical experiments (Table 3). 

4.4.1. numerical experiments

A time series of upstream and downstream sediment flux, bed and water surface 

slope, mean depth, mean bed stress, median surface gravel grain size and mean surface 

sand fraction was developed for each of the 100 numerical experiments (Figure 34). 

Because the response to an increase in sediment supply was initial rapid, followed by an 

asymptotic approach to a new steady state, the adjustment is represented with an initial 

adjustment time, T25, and a fully adjusted time, T95. T25 is defined as the time elapsed from 

the sediment supply increase until the variable adjusted 25% of the difference between 

the initial value and the final value. T95 is approximated as the time at which 95% of the 

adjustment is complete. Because the approach is asymptotic, T95 is determined using an 

exponential function,  

   (15)

where Λ is the decay parameter as the value of variable y changes from y1 to y0 in the rela-

tionship:

   (16)

The grain size variables (D50g and Fs) tended to have a rapid initial response that over-

shoots the steady value, followed by an asymptotic approach to steady state (Figure 34C). 
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Throughout all the experiments the bed and water surface slope adjustment times (Figure 

34B) were well correlated (correlation coefficient = 0.995) as were the two grain size 

variables (Figure 34C) (correlation coefficient = 0.936) and as a result the water surface 

slope and sand fraction were omitted from further analysis. 

Figure 34. Example 1-D morphodynamic model output.A. Transport rates. B. Bed and 
water slope. C. Median gravel grain size (D50g) and sand fraction (Fs). D. Bed stress. 
In this run sediment input (GSD 2, Figure 18) was increased from 30 kg/min to 45 kg/
min (augmentation ratio = 1.5) at the 30 minute point and the experiment ran for 2,500 
minutes. Exponential functions shown for downstream flux, bed and water surface slope, 
D50g, Fs, and bed stress.
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4.4.2. adjustment times

T25 ranges between 14 and 220 minutes for the downstream sediment flux, 22 and 130 

minutes for slope, and 9 and 180 minutes for D50g. T95 (Figure 35) ranges between 290 

and 2,700 minutes for downstream sediment flux, between 280 and 3,200 minutes for 

slope, and 350 and 4,100 minutes for D50g. Adjustment time decreases with the imposed 

flux. For example, at an imposed flux of 18.75 kg/min, the sediment flux adjustment 

times range between 1,900 and 2,500 min and at the highest flux values (450 kg/min), 

adjustment times were between 290-350 min. The slope and D50g adjustment times have 

similar patterns – decreasing adjustment times and decreasing variability with increasing 

imposed flux (Figure 35). At low sediment supply ratios (1.25) the flux adjustment times 

had a wide range of values: 630 to 2,700 minutes, and at a high supply ratio the times 

decreased and became less variable (400 to 840 minutes). This pattern also held for the 

slope and D50g adjustment times. 

To quantify the order of adjustments, the percentage difference in adjustment times 

between the flux adjustment and the other two variables (slope and D50g) are computed for 

Figure 35. Adjustment times (T95) for sediment flux, bed slope, and grain size 
a function of imposed flux and augmentation ratio. All three adjustment times decrease 

plotted as 

with increasing imposed fluxes. The range of adjustment times decreases with increasing 
augmentation ratios.
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the start and stop adjustment times for each experiment (Figure 36). The grain size begins 

adjusting first (46% earlier than flux), followed by the slope adjustment (35% earlier than 

flux), and then the downstream flux. The slope and flux stop adjusting nearly simultane-

ously (within 1%) and bed grain size adjustment time is 25% longer than the flux adjust-

ment time.

As an upstream flux is imposed, the bed adjustments (mean topography and mean 

texture) do not occur synchronously with downstream flux adjustment (Figure 36). The 

first adjustment to begin and last adjustment to stop is a fining of the bed (mean texture 

adjustment). The adjustment in GSD begins first because the mass of sediment required 

to make a change in the bed surface texture is much smaller than that required to make 

an equivalent change in the bed slope. The Shields stress doubled by either a doubling of 

the bed shear stress or a halving of the representative grain size. Although the bed shear 

stress is not strictly linearly proportional to the bed slope, the depth-slope product method 

of estimating bed shear stress (equation (5) using the bed slope) holds within 5% for all 

Figure 36. Frequency distribution of adjustment times. Adjustment times T25 and T95 for 
grain size and bed slope are plotted as a percent difference relative to T25 and T95 for 
downstream sediment flux. 
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of the experimental runs presented here, and therefore a doubling of bed stress is approx-

imately equivalent to a doubling of bed slope. As an example, for one of the experimental 

runs with a bed area of 40 m x 2.75 m at a slope of 0.014 with bed GSD 1 (4 cm thick ac-

tive layer), adding 3700 kg of sediment with a D50=1mm halves the surface D50, but only 

increases the bed slope by 6.4%. To double the slope, the change in bed mass required is 

57,100 kg. Where a change in bed slope requires nearly 20 times more sediment, it is rea-

sonable to expect that the GSD adjustments will begin before changes in slope are detect-

able. Because slope adjustments require deposition at the upstream end of the channel, 

slope adjustment will begin prior to the downstream flux. 

The difference between T25 for GSD and slope versus downstream flux adjustment 

is driven in part by the fact that GSD and slope are averages over the entire modeling 

domain, whereas the downstream flux is measured at the downstream end. Changes in 

bed elevation and GSD progress from upstream to downstream and the average value will 

begin changing as soon as the upstream part of the domain begins to change. This differ-

ence explains why changes in slope and GSD appear before changes in downstream flux.

4.4.3. Factors affecting adjustment times

Both the magnitude of imposed flux (Q1) and the increase in flux (Q1/Q0) have an ef-

fect on adjustment time (Figure 35). A relation between these variables and the sediment 

flux adjustment time is developed here. The sediment augmentation ratio is non-dimen-

sional, and sediment flux can be non-dimensionalized as the Einstein transport number 

with the surface median grain size, flume width (B), gravitational acceleration (g), and the 

sediment specific weight (s): 

   (17)

A measure of time useful for scaling the adjustment time can be formed by the ratio of 
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the active bed volume (BLfLa) and the volumetric transport rate Qs, where Lf is the bed 

length. This is the time required to transport one volume of the active layer and has been 

called the ‘virtual particle transit time’ by Pryor et al. [2011]. Using this time to scale T95 

gives

   (18)

where the numerator is the volume of sediment supply during the adjustment period and 

the denominator is the volume of sediment in the active layer. A power law relationship 

(Figure 37) fitted to numerical model results is. 

   (19)

The coefficients in equation (19) were fitted to minimize the sum of the squared residuals 

(r2 = 0.86), producing values of c1 = 19.48, c2 = 2.725, and c3 = 0.386. With all else being 

equal, the adjustment time increases linearly with the reach length and with the log of the 

augmentation ratio, and less than linearly with the width . The adjustment 

time is also inversely proportional to the imposed flux   and to the bed 

surface grain size  , assuming that the active layer can be expressed as a 

multiple of the median grain size.

 The adjustment times for the downstream sediment flux in the numeric exper-

iments were reasonably well predicted with equation (19) (Figure 38). The standard 

deviation of the residuals equals 20.5% of the modeled adjustment time (Figure 38, 

inset). The adjustment times for the flume experiment described in Chapter 3 and the 

experiments of Pryor et al. [2011] and Madej et al. [2009] fall within the uncertainty values 
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of those experiments. That they all fall below the prediction line is consistent with the 

1-D model over predicting flux adjustment rates (Figure 32A) most likely because the 

1-D model is unable to include the effect of spatial variation in topography and grain 

size, which we observed acted to reduce transport rate. Nonetheless, with measures of the 

size of the channel bed area (width and length), and texture (D50), along with the pre- and 

post-increase sediment fluxes, one can make a reasonable prediction of the duration of the 

adjustments for the mean topographic and texture variables.

4.5. Conclusions

In both the field observations (Chapter 2) and the flume experiments (Chapter 3) the 

bed adjustments were primarily in the mean measures of topography (slope) and tex-

ture (median grain size), whereas the size, type, and location of the bedforms and grain 

size sorting appear similar. While the bed is adjusting, however, the bed topography and 

texture are different from the steady state configuration. In this chapter numerical models 

were used to explore the effects and timing of the various adjustments occurring during 

Figure 37. Dimensionless adjustment time as a function of dimensionless sediment trans-
port rate. 
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the transient phase. 

A 1-D multi-fraction morphodynamic model was developed for conditions corre-

sponding to the sediment supply experiments described in Chapter 3. Roughness in the 

model was calibrated to water surface elevation, and the transport rates and sediment 

Figure 38. Predicted and observed adjustment times. Adjustment time for each numerical 
experiment is calculated equation 1 plotted against adjustment time from numerical mod-
el runs. The standard deviation of the residuals (inset) is ±20.5%. Adjustment times of 
four flume experiments are also shown. Uncertainty in the measured adjustment time of 
the Madej et al. [2009] and Pryor et al. [2011] experiments arises from the short experi-
mental run time and uncertainty in the predicted adjustment time arises from uncertainty 
in the flume active width. The uncertainty in the Chapter 3 flume experiment predicted 
adjustment time is a function of grain size uncertainty. 
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mass balance relations were uncalibrated. The model was able to predict transport rate 

and bed slope (mean topography) reasonably well. At the same time, there are particular 

discrepancies between the predicted and observed topography and texture that suggest 

that 2-D effects – present in the flume experiments but not in the 1-D model – may have 

influenced bed adjustment to an increase in sediment supply. First, the model-predicted 

stresses were in the 84th-98th percentile of the observed stress distribution. Because the 

sum of the transport computed for a range of stresses is greater than the transport com-

puted with the mean stress, the mean stress required by the 1-D model to transport the 

supplied sediment should be higher than the observed stresses. Second, the model adjust-

ment rates for both sediment flux and bed slope were faster than observed. During the 

second augmentation, while the slope became steeper, increasing transport capacity, the 

stress-grain size spatial correlation weakened, decreasing transport capacity. The effect 

of the changing spatial patterns of stress and grain size served as a moderating influence 

on the slope-driven adjustment, dampening the observed adjustment rate relative to the 

model. Finally, a temporary 24% increase in the transport rate during the 2nd recovery was 

not reproduced in the numerical model and occurred with very little change in the mean 

topographic and grain size conditions. The drivers of the transport rate fluctuation appear 

to be an increase in the variability of the stress and grain size, as well as a strengthening 

of the stress-grain size spatial correlation.

A 2-D hydraulic and transport model was developed to evaluate the relative influence 

of 2-D effects on transport rate. A 2-D model using a plane bed at the same slope of the 

flume runs produced transport rates larger than measured due to the fact that the 2-D 

model was able to capture spatial variability in flow produced by an obstruction upstream 

of the test section. A 2-D model that incorporated the spatially variable topography 

further increases the shear stress variability, introducing local topographic influences in 

addition to the stress variability associated with a non-uniform flow over a plane bed. The 

additional stress variability further increased the bedload transport rate. Finally, spatially 
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variable grain size was incorporated on the bed with spatially variable topography. The 

negative correlation between grain size and bed shear stress created a Shields Stress with 

more variability than the bed stress field and as a result the transport rates increased be-

tween 9.8 and 11.2%. 

The 1-D model was used in a series of numerical experiments of supply augmentation 

in order to explore the timing of different adjustment mechanisms. The experiments var-

ied feed GSD, initial feed rate, and the magnitude of supply augmentation. The bed GSD 

began to adjust first, followed by the slope, and finally the downstream sediment flux. 

The slope and sediment flux reached equilibrium values at the same time, followed some 

time later by the GSD adjustment. The flux adjustment time was found to be proportion-

al to the reach length, reach width, and augmentation ratio, and inversely proportional 

to imposed flux and bed grain size. A relation among imposed flux, augmentation ratio, 

reach width, length, and bed grain size accounts for 86% of the variability in adjustment 

time in the 100 numerical experiments. Predictions of flux adjustment time fell within the 

uncertainty for two previous flume experiments [Madej et al., 2009; Pryor et al., 2011] and 

the experiments in Chapter 3. The predicted values were consistently smaller than ob-

served, which support the idea that there are 2-D effects such as the bed height variability 

which produce effects on transport capacity that moderate the slope effects.
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chApter 5 – summAry And synthesis; pAtterns And 
timescAles of bed response to An increAse in sediment 

supply

If the rate of sediment supply to a river channel is increased beyond its transport 

capacity, deposition necessarily occurs and the channel will adjust toward a condition of 

increased transport capacity. In a simple channel, such as a flume, the deposition will pro-

gressively increase the slope, increasing mean boundary shear stress and transport capac-

ity. Because transport capacity depends on grain size as well as stress, textural response 

will also influence the change in transport capacity. If the supply contains a range of 

grain sizes, an increase in sediment supply has been observed to reduce the bed grain size 

[Dietrich et al., 1989; Parker and Wilcock, 1993; Cui et al., 2003]. In addition to an increase in 

bed slope and a decrease in average bed grain size, the patterns and spatial distribution of 

topography and grain size change adjust to convey the added sediment [Cui et al., 2003; 

Madej et al., 2009; Pryor et al., 2011]. Because sediment transport capacity is a thresholded 

nonlinear function of bed stress and grain size, adjustments that increase the variability of 

the bed shear stress can increase the sediment transport capacity, even when mean stress 

values are unchanged [Paola, 1996; Nicholas, 2000; Ferguson, 2003; Francalanci et al., 2012]. 

Finally, the distribution of sorted bed grain size patches have been observed to play a role 

in adjusting transport capacity [Ferguson et al., 1989; Dietrich et al., 1989; Lisle et al., 1993; 

and Paola and Seal, 1996]. The correlation between stress and grain size becomes import-

ant when both vary spatially. When the correlation is negative, such that larger stresses 

encounter finer grains, the transport capacity is further increased [Lisle et al., 2000].

Management actions such as dam removal and sediment augmentation below dams 

increase the sediment supply to a river and require some type of prediction of the bed 

configuration that will result. Such predictions of the equilibrium bed following a sedi-

ment supply increase require an understanding of the relationship of the final bed topog-

raphy and texture to that of the initial bed. Additionally, making predictions of the bed 
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state during the adjustment process adds the requirement to predict the timing and magni-

tude of each of the various adjustments.

Flume experiments can illuminate the processes connecting increased sediment 

supply with bed changes by allowing control of the driving variables and high resolution 

measurements. Field studies are necessary to validate our understanding of these relation-

ships, particularly in terms of the potentially complex interactions among channel con-

figuration and the bed adjustment. This dissertation examines bed response to increased 

sediment supply in both field and flume. Numerical models are used to provide insight 

into the adjustments observed. This final chapter brings together these observations to 

examine the suite of adjustment patterns and discuss their controls. It also presents a con-

ceptual model that organizes the patterns of interactions in a time sequence.

5.1 Summary of Observations

A sediment budget of the Sandy River was developed for the first two years following 

removal of the Marmot Dam is presented (Figure 8). Separate budgets were developed 

for fine (< 2 mm) and coarse (> 2 mm) sediment. The removal of the dam during a low 

discharge year caused a five-fold increase in sediment supply downstream of the dam 

site. Much of the additional gravel was subsequently deposited in the kilometer below 

the dam. Deposition was rapid in the in the first kilometer below the dam, causing the 

bed slope to increase by 60% (Figure 11). The bed configuration varied in time and the 

deposition also reduced topographic variability in this reach, decreasing the bed height 

standard deviation by 47% (Figure 14). The next kilometer downstream also received an 

increase in sediment supply (nearly four-fold increase), although preferential deposition 

in the first kilometer cause the supply to the second kilometer to be finer grained. Despite 

the supply increase, the amounts of deposition in the second kilometer were small Fig-

ure 9) and neither bed slope (Figure 11) nor topographic variability changed (Figure 14). 

However the bed texture did change over the first year, with portions of the bed becoming 
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finer (Figure 17). Farther downstream, the increased sediment supply was primarily sand. 

In the downstream reaches there was minimal measurable deposition and the primary 

response was an increase the amount of sand on the bed. 

During the second year after the dam was removed, the discharges were much higher, 

and the addition of sediment from the former reservoir was very small compared to the 

upstream supply and the transport capacity of the budgeted reach (Figure 8). The aggrad-

ed reach nearest the dam site experienced erosion at the upstream end and the bed slope 

decreased, but did not reach its pre-removal slope. The bed height distributions regained 

some, but not all, of their pre-removal variability. After showing considerable variabil-

ity in the first year after dam removal, the configuration of gravel bars approached their 

original size and location in the second year (Figure 12). This field study provided an 

example of a large increase in the sediment supply that was accommodated in one reach 

by an increase in slope, and in another by a decrease in bed grain size. Furthermore, the 

initial and final bed configuration were broadly similar, even though the size and location 

of bars during the more rapidly varying first year were quite different.

A set of flume experiments allowed the documentation of bed response to increased 

sediment supply in a more controlled setting with the opportunity to collect more frequent 

and higher resolution measurements of the adjustments. The sediment flux in a recirculat-

ing flume with alternate bar topography was increased by manually augmenting the recir-

culating sediment in two steps, with each increasing sediment supply by approximately 

a factor of two. In the first augmentation, the system adjusted to the increased input such 

that the amount of manually augmented supply. The second augmentation was limited in 

time and increased the final steady-state transport by 40 percent. The initial and final beds 

contained similar amounts of pool (23% and 20%, respectively), and bar (28% and 22%) 

area. The spatial arrangements of the initial and final bed topography was similar (Figure 

22) with 74% of the bed classified in the same bar/pool/neither category at the beginning 

and end of the experiment (Figure 26). The transient topography was, like the field study, 
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quite different. As the sediment supply was increased, long wavelength alternate bars 

were overrun with shorter wavelength migrating bars (Figure 22, Run Segment 7). After 

the bed slope and downstream sediment flux reached steady values, the bed configura-

tion continued to evolve (Figure 20D and Figure 22, Run Segments 9-12). The ability to 

closely measure the bed adjustment mechanisms highlighted not only the multiple, and 

sometimes partially offsetting, adjustments, but also the different timescales for bed slope 

and distributions of topography and texture.

5.2. Bed adjustments

The increased sediment supply to the Sandy River following removal of Marmot Dam 

produced a bed response that varied with distance from the dam. Deposition in the first 

kilometer below the dam, caused the bed slope to increase (Figure 11) and reduced topo-

graphic variability in this reach (Figure 14). An increase in slope will increase transport 

capacity, whereas a reduced topographic variability acts to depress transport capacity. The 

response of this reach demonstrates two simultaneous adjustments (changes in topog-

raphy mean and variability) with counteracting effects. The net effect of the two adjust-

ments was an increase in transport capacity, albeit not by as much as the slope adjust-

ment alone would indicate. In the second kilometer below the dam, upstream deposition 

reduced the magnitude of the sediment supply increase, resulting in a four-fold increase. 

However, the supply was much finer (D50g = 14 mm, D90g = 71mm, Fs=66%) than the 

supply to the first kilometer (D50g = 47 mm, D90g = 164 mm, Fs=51%). The primary bed 

adjustment observed was a reduction in grain size (Figure 17). The response in the second 

kilometer may be attributed to two factors: selective deposition of the coarsest sediment 

in the first kilometer, thus delivering a finer bed material load to the second kilometer, 

and stronger topographic influences in the form of expansions, contractions, and curva-

ture (Figure 4) which imposed a forced pattern of bed forms that the increased sediment 

supply was unable to alter.
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The flume experiments examined in Chapter 3 included two sediment augmenta-

tions. The first augmentation produced a steeper slope and a somewhat finer mean grain 

size (Figure 20A). Topographic variability decreased slightly (Figure 20F), and both 

the bed grain size variability and the correlation between stress and grain size remained 

unchanged. The second, larger, augmentation also resulted in a steeper slope. The mean 

surface D50 varies +/- 13% over the course of the experiment. Buscome et al. [2010] report 

RMS errors of +/- 11% and a 95% confidence interval of +/- 20% for the method used 

here to extract grain size information from bed photographs. The observed grain size 

fluctuations are small relative to the range in uncertainty of the grain size measurement 

methods. 

 During the second sediment augmentation, both bed height and grain size distri-

butions became more variable (0.016 m to 0.021 m, and 1.4 mm to 2.1 mm standard 

deviations), and the grain size and bed stress became less strongly correlated (the cor-

relation coefficient went from -0.33 to -0.10) (Figure 20).  To convey the large supply 

increase (65 kg/min to 135 kg/min), the bed slope, bed height variability, and bed grain 

size variability all adjusted in the direction of increased capacity. The mean bed grain 

size and spatial correlation between grain size and stress both adjusted in the direction of 

decreased transport capacity. 

In the flume experiments both slope and sediment flux were observed to approach 

steady state values at the same time, after which the bed configuration and texture distri-

butions continued to adjust. Negative correlation between bed grain size and bed stress, 

producing a wider distribution of Shields number, increased sediment transport rates rel-

ative to values expected for the mean slope and grain size (Figure 20, Run Segment 10). 

As the run continued, texture and stress became less strongly correlated, and the transport 

rate decreased, even though bed slope remained constant.

Numerical models of the Sandy River [Stillwater Sciences, 2000b] and of the flume 

provide a tool for assessing interactions between various adjustment mechanisms. In both 
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cases, 1-D morphodynamic models over-predict the rate of slope adjustment – notably in 

the first kilometer of the Dam Reach and the second augmentation in the flume (Figure 

32). Observations in both field and flume suggest that 2-D effects not captured in the 1-D 

model may explain part of this difference. In both field and flume, topographic variability 

was observed to decrease, which can act to reduce transport capacity. This effect cannot 

be captured in a 1-D model. Thus, the difference between modeled and observed adjust-

ment times is accounted for by a process not included in the 1-D model.

In the second kilometer of the Dam Reach, the model over-predicted deposition be-

cause of an under-prediction in transport rate. The primary bed response was a decrease 

in grain size. Later evaluations of the model [Cui et al., in review] indicate that decreasing 

the grain size by increasing the abrasion coefficient could improve model performance. 

Although the occurrence of significant size reduction by abrasion in a one kilometer 

reach could not be demonstrated, the essential feature is that the transport and bed needed 

to become finer grained for model and observation to match. A similar effect could be 

achieved by rapid deposition of the coarser components of sediment supply in the up-

stream bed.

One-dimensional and two-dimensional models of the same flume conditions illustrate 

the effects of spatial variability on transport rates (Figure 33). Spatial variability in bed 

stress (at the same mean stress), even without topography, increased sediment transport 

rates. Adding topographic-induced stress variability to the flow-induced stress variability 

increased sediment transport still further. Finally, adding spatial variation to the surface 

GSD (at a constant mean surface D50) also increased sediment transport. The grain-size 

effect depends on a negative correlation between bed stress and surface grain size, there-

by increasing the spatial variability in the t/D ratio and the Shields number. This effect 

is demonstrated between run segments 8 and 11 in the flume experiments. During this 

22 hour period, the mean bed shear stress remained steady (13.1 +/- 0.3 Pa) while the 

bed stress and surface D50 became more strongly correlated (the correlation coefficient 
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went from -0.18 to -0.52) (Figure 20), and the sediment transport rate increased by 20%. 

A positive correlation between stress and grain size will reduce the variability in Shields 

number, such that incorporating spatial variability in texture will decrease the sediment 

transport rate. 

5.3. Conceptual model

The observed adjustments among the mean and variability in bed topography and tex-

ture suggest a conceptual model of bed response to an increase in sediment supply. The 

response is triggered by a step increase in sediment supply at the upstream boundary of a 

river reach and the integrated effect of the channel adjustments is the sediment flux output 

at the downstream end of the river reach (Figure 39A). The increase in downstream sed-

iment flux is a result of adjustments in the mean topography (Figure 39B), mean texture 

(Figure 39C), topographic variability (Figure 39D), and texture variability (as it correlates 

to topographic variability) (Figure 39E). Changes in mean topography are characterized 

by the bed slope (Figure 39B). The texture of a reach is approximated with the median 

grain size (D50) (Figure 39C). Topographic variability includes the statistical description 

of elevations (Figure 24 and Figure 14) and the spatial patterns of bedform size, type, and 

location (Figure 12, Figure 22, and Figure 25) that define bed configuration. A statistical 

non-spatial measure of the topographic distribution used throughout this work is the stan-

dard deviation of bed heights (the difference between the local bed elevation and a tilted 

plane through the mean bed elevation). A contour plot of a topographic frequency anal-

ysis through time (Figure 20D) can also be used to describe the spatial patterns of bed-

forms (bar wavelengths) through time. One non-spatial metric characterizing topographic 

variability is the standard deviation of bed height (Figure 39D). Similarly, texture patterns 

can be quantified in several ways such as the variance in D50 across different bed patches 

(Figure 20C), or a spatial autocorrelation of surface D50. Although the spatial patterns of 

topography and texture influence the sediment transport capacity, the spatial correlation 
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between the two is a key factor in determining the spatial variability of Shields number. 

Here (Figure 39E), the correlation coefficient between surface D50 and bed shear stress is 

used as a metric of texture distribution.   

The model is presented as a series of five timelines in order to explain how the vari-

ables adjust in relation to one another through time. There are four phases of adjustment. 

Phase I is the bed prior to sediment augmentation and is taken to be adjusted to a steady 

water discharge and upstream sediment supply. Phase II is the transient phase initiated by 

the increase in sediment input and is complete when the output sediment flux has com-

pleted most of its adjustment. Phase III is also a transient phase in which one or more 

of the adjustment variables may continue to change, even though the sediment output 

is basically in equilibrium with the input. Finally, Phase IV is the final equilibrium state 

during which the sediment input, sediment output, bed topography, and bed texture have 

all reached their adjusted values.  

To illustrate the conceptual model, Phase I is represented with a negative correla-

tion between grain size and bed stress (Figure 39E). This would correspond to a bed 

with coarse lower-stress bar tops, and transport concentrated in a finer-grained thalweg. 

In phase I, the bedforms and grain size patches may be either forced or free. If they are 

forced, a combination of stream curvature, width variation, bedrock, or large immobile 

grains will determine bedform type and location [Zolezzi et al., 2012] and the locations of 

grain size patches [Nelson et al., 2010]. If they are free, then width, depth, and bed stress 

combine to create conditions under which bedforms of a specific height, wavelength, and 

celerity are stable perturbations [Colombini et al., 1987]. The combination of the slope (Fig-

ure 39B), average grain size (Figure 39C), bed height variability (Figure 39D), and grain 

size spatial patterns (Figure 39E) combine to produce a sediment transport capacity that 

is adjusted to carry the supplied sediment (Figure 39A)

The adjustment (Figure 39) begins with a step increase in sediment supply which 

marks the beginning of phase II. The first channel response is deposition in the areas of 
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high transport at the upstream-most portion of the channel as supply overwhelms trans-

port capacity. This can be seen in the Marmot gage cross section (Figure 13), located 400 

meters downstream of the dam site. As deposition initially occurs in the thalweg, the bed 

height becomes less variable (Figure 39D), creating a more uniform cross-section geome-

try. In a channel where the high transport portions of the bed are also the finer areas of the 

bed, deposition of larger grain sizes, will cause a bed coarsening in the high stress areas, 

Figure 39. Conceptual model of bed adjustment.
increase in sediment supply A. bed slope.. B. bed surface grain size. C. bed height vari-
ability. D. correlation between bed grain size and bed stress.
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an increase in the stress-grain size correlation (Figure 39E) and an slight overall coarsen-

ing (Figure 39C). As deposition increases in the upstream portions of the channel, the bed 

slope steepens (Figure 39B), increasing the mean bed stress. The increase in slope acts to 

increase transport capacity whereas the simultaneous increase in grain size, decrease in 

bed height variability, and increase in stress-grain size correlation all have the effect of 

decreasing transport capacity. Until the net effect of the four adjustments is an increase in 

capacity that matches supply, the bed will continue to aggrade and increase the slope. As 

transport capacity increases, the transport rates of individual size fractions adjust sepa-

rately, creating a finer bed surface texture (Figure 39C). An increase in transport capacity 

in the upstream portions of the channel conveys additional sediment farther downstream, 

increasing the supply above capacity, and the same processes occur progressively down 

the channel. As the adjustments continue to the downstream boundary of the reach, the 

sediment transport out of the reach will approach the upstream input value. The point 

at which the upstream and downstream sediment fluxes are in approximately in balance 

marks the end of phase II. 

At the beginning of phase III, because the bed height is less variable than it was in 

Phase I, and transport therefore occurs over a wider area, the arrangement of bed topog-

raphy may also differ from the equilibrium topography that exists in Phase I. Reduced 

topographic variability may support emergence of bedforms such as the mid-channel bars 

seen in the first 600 meters below the Marmot Dam (Figure 12, Nov 2007) or the short 

wavelength migrating bars seen during the second augmentation of the flume experiments 

(Figure 22, Run Segment 7). The adjustments during phase III are marked by the return 

to the spatial patterns of bed topography and texture patterns that existed during phase I. 

Topographic influences such as the upstream flow obstruction in the flume, or the curva-

ture associated with a bedrock outcrop between 600 and 700 m below the Marmot Dam 

(Figure 4) focus the flow and concentrate transport to a narrow portion of the bed. Local 

stress differences and transport differences can create areas of erosion and deposition, 
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recreating the topographic distributions and bed height variability that existed in Phase 

I (Figure 39D). Finally, as the bed topography is reestablished, the topography forces 

patterns of bedload transport that can recreate the bed patchiness associated with the equi-

librium phase I state [Nelson et al., 2010]. When the topographic and texture distributions 

stop adjusting, it marks the transition from phase III to phase IV. The bed state in phase 

IV relative to phase I is a bed with a steeper slope, a slightly finer texture, and similar 

patterns of bedforms and bed grain size patches. 

The persistence in topography and texture patterns from Phases I to IV will depend on 

the influence of factors that can force local patterns of erosion and deposition. Very strong 

channel controls, such as the large bedrock at the lower end of the Dam Reach (Figure 

4) or channel curvature, such as seen in the Dam Reach 600 meters below the dam site, 

(Figure 4), will cause the bed configuration to persist in the presence of large deposi-

tional volumes. Another factor forcing persistence of topographic and textural patterns is 

the upstream flow obstruction in the flume, which set up a flow pattern that maintained 

an alternate bar sequence downstream. Smaller topographic influences such as the large 

relatively immobile grains seen in Figure 17C, may be buried and no longer force a par-

ticular bed configuration. Hence, the magnitude of deposition relative to the emergence 

of a forcing object will be a factor in determining persistence of topography. Wathen and 

Hoey [1998] refer to a similar phenomenon, describing ‘megascale’ sediment waves that 

overwhelm a channel and cause considerable bed configuration change and ‘macroscale’ 

sediment waves which drive aggradation but maintain bed patterns more similar to the 

initial planform. The model above describes a sediment supply increase that responds like 

a macroscale wave. The response of a megascale wave would probably be similar through 

Phase II, and then Phase III would be marked by a topography and texture rearrangement 

toward a new equilibrium state.
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5.3. Conclusion

This dissertation presents a suite of field observations, flume measurements, and nu-

merical models investigating the response of channel beds to a sediment supply increase. 

In both the field and flume, deposition leading to an increase in slope was observed to be 

a dominant bed response. Where the deposition volumes were small, the primary adjust-

ment was a reduction in grain size. Changes in spatial patterns of bed topography and 

texture were also observed, sometimes with the effect of counteracting the increase in 

transport capacity from a slope increase. These 2-D effects are apparent when the results 

of 1-D numerical models are compared to observations in the field and flume. For exam-

ple, the 1-D models over-predicted rate of change of the slope and transport rate because 

they do not include the spatial correlation between grain size and bed stress. To fully de-

scribe bed adjustments and the rates of bed adjustments, the mean topography and texture 

are insufficient, and the spatial patterns must be considered.

Spatial patterns of topography and texture were observed to be similar before and 

after the increase in both the field and flume. The deposition amounts were insufficient to 

bury the topographic features in the field and flume that forced bed the configurations. As 

a result, the pre- and post-increase equilibrium patterns were similar. During the transi-

tion state, however, the spatial patterns were often quite different than the equilibrium 

patterns. In the field case, the cross-section relief was reduced and numerous mid-chan-

nel bars formed in what had been a single thread channel. In the flume, migrating alter-

nate bars of varying scales dominated the topography during the adjustment phase. The 

reemergence of the initial topographic and texture patterns is due to the persistence of 

the topographic influences – curvature, width variations and immobile portions of the 

bed in the case of forced topography, and width, depth, and stress patterns in the case of 

free topography. If deposition volumes are such that the topographic influences persist 

throughout the adjustment, spatial patterns can be expected to reemerge after a period of 
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adjustment.

There are however, different adjustment periods for mean values and spatial patterns. 

The slope and sediment flux approached steady state values at close to the same rate, 

however the patterns of topography and texture continued to adjust afterwards. Numeric 

modeling suggested the slope and sediment flux adjusts faster with higher transport rates, 

greater supply increases, and larger bed grain sizes. One can think of a bulk adjustment of 

the mean slope and grain size to transport the supplied sediment followed by a reconfigu-

ration of the bed driven by external topographic influences

The ensemble of field, flume, and numerical models results demonstrate four adjust-

ment bed adjustments – changes to the mean and distribution of bed topography and tex-

ture. The adjustments can operate on different time scales, with grain size most likely to 

respond first. Spatial patterns of topography and texture can adjust to convey an elevated 

sediment supply without an increase in bed slope. Where slope increases are the domi-

nant response, spatial patterns of topography and texture may moderate the slope effects, 

introducing systematic errors in one-dimensional model predictions.

Fluvial geomorphology endeavors to understand the relationship between river forms 

and the physical processes which shape those forms. Predicting the evolution of river bed 

topography and texture following a supply increase, whether from gravel augmentation, a 

landslide, or a dam removal, uses the understanding of the relationship between form and 

process to predict a future state. As we manage our rivers for water supply, hydropower, 

and fish habitat, there is a growing need to predict the consequences of our actions on 

rivers. The adjustment types and timing, as well as the development of spatial patterns 

presented here, advance our understanding of the adjustment process following a sedi-

ment supply increase and further our ability to predict changes.
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NOTATION

The following symbols are used in this paper:
α = parameter relating roughness height to surface D90;
au = upwinding coefficient used for spatial derivatives in equations (11) and (12);
aint = parameter characterizing material released as the bed aggrades ;
b = exponent in the hiding function (equation 7) used to compute bedload transport
B = flow width;
c1, c2, c3  = coefficients in dimensionless adjustment time prediction equation(19); 
Cd = drag coefficient;
D = grain size;
Di = representative grain size for the ith size fraction;
Dxx = grain size for which xx% (50, 86, 90) of the grain size distribution is finer;
D50g = median grain size of the portion of the grain size distribution larger than 2mm;
Dsm = geometric mean grain size of the surface grain size distribution;
e = water surface elevation;
Fi = proportion of size i on the bed surface;
Fs = fraction of the bed covered in sand (<2 mm);
fIi = proportion of the material of grain size i in the active layer-substrate interface;
f = ratio of stress to reference stress;
g = gravitational acceleration;
h = flow depth;
η = bed elevation;
Lf = bed length;
La = active layer thickness;
l = decay parameter;
lp = bed porosity (set to 0.35);
pi = proportion of grain size i in transport;
Q = water discharge (volumetric); 
Q1 = imposed sediment mass flux;
Q0 = pre-increase equilibrium sediment mass flux;
q* = dimensionless unit sediment volumetric flux;
qb = total bedload transport rate per unit width;
qbi = bedload transport rate per unit width of size i (volumetric);
ρ = water density;
s = sediment specific weight (ratio of sediment to water density) (set to 2.65);
S = bed slope;
Sf = friction slope; 
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t0 = bed shear stress;
trm ,tri = reference bed shear stress for the mean and ith grain size;
t*rmi = reference dimensionless bed shear stress for the mean grain size;
t* = Shields Stress (equation 6);
T25 = adjustment start time; time required to complete 25% of the total adjustment;
T95 = adjustment time; time required to complete 95% of the total adjustment;
T* = dimensionless adjustment time;
U = depth averaged streamwise velocity;
u* = shear velocity;
Wi* = dimensionless transport rate for the ith size fraction. 
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